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1- GEE'ERAliTIlKOKIvriGAL BACKGROUND

This thools io concerned with eoxae electrophysiological

aspects of ion transport across the membranes of plant cello.

Such, studies have tIiG.tr origin in the widely recognised fact

that during their growth and development, living cello tmd

tissues* If. both plant and animal, are capable of accumulat¬

ing inorganic ions from their environment. This process of

accumulation is a non-steady state phenomenon in which ionic

flux equilibrium does not exist, but it is also well known
I

that many colls and tissues are capable of existing in a state

of flux equilibrium, maintaining 'constant ionic internal

concentrations which may be widoly different from those of

the surrounding medium. In the plant kingdom, accumulation

is a particularly pronounced phenomenon and one finds that,

broadly speaking« transport investigations in plant physio¬

logy fall into two categories - those concerned with accumu¬

lation phenomena* and those concerned with systems where flux

equilibrium is the rule. As one might expect, the results

of the latter are more easily interpreted, and without
t . ' ^; . ; • ' i

detracting from the value of many of the accumulation studies,

it is fair to cay that investigations under flux equilibrium

conditions have given a much clearer insight into basic trans¬

port problems. (The majority of the equilibrium studies have

been, performed on giant algal cello, and the underlying hope

in being these cello io that a complete understanding of the



transport mechanisms in relatively simple systems will

provide a guide to the more complex problems associated

with higher plants* However* some workers involved in

higher plant studies (e «ge , Steward and Sutcliffo, 1959)
would doubt that these studies on algal cello have a poten¬

tial value in relation to accumulation in higher plants*.

•Be that as it may, in this reportv wo have ohoson to concen¬

trate on flux equilibrium studies using the giant algal cells

of Hitell a tranolnoens #. •• ' ...

"• Although flux equilibrium io the exception rather than

the rule in plant cells and .tissues, the reverse is true

of animal colls and tissues, and a-worker in this field of

plant physiology soon realises the great debt he owes to

related studies in animal physiology# In particular, the

classic worlc of Hodgkln and hia colleagues in animal electro-

physiology io equally fundamental to plant studies# Tho

following references are only an indication ox tho vast am¬

ount of important work performed by this schooli Hodgkin

and Rushton (1946) 5 Hodgkin and Kata (194-9) i Hodgkin end

Keynes (1955)} Hodgkin (1957)I Hodgkin and Korcv/ics (1959

and I960)». It would be wrong to imply, however, that i ■

experiments on plant cells are mere replicas of those done

on animal cello# The study of plant cells has its own spec¬

ial difficulties which mako it a subject in its own right.

These special difficulties, have been enumerated by Dainty ; '

(1963) and it suffices to state hero.that tho imaoor'
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difficulty is the greater structural complexity of the plant

coll. For example, one finds oven in a Dimple algal cell

Itko Hito11a trunsIncono that between tho internal vacuolo

and the external solution there are. four distinct phases,

namely, the coll wall, the plasmalomma, tho cytoplasm and

the tonoplaot. (This multi-phase system has to bo contrasted

with the single membrane which is often tho only phase separa¬

ting tho interior and exterior of an animal coll. In this

thesis, all measurements reported are made between the inter¬

nal vacuole and the external bathing solution, and although

•there id good evidence that the plasmalomma,ifi the most

important barrier from tho point of view of our studios, there

is undoubtedly some oversimplification in such ovorall
\

measurements.

The usual starting point of a theoretical treatment

of ionic transport is the consideration of tho physical force,a

acting on an ion, The two moot predominant forces are usually

the electrical force arising from the electrical potential

gradient across tho membrane system, and tho diffusions!
I

force arising from tho difference in concentration. These

are the only forces which sire normally considered, but it, is

relevant to mention that another force, solvent drag, is

occasionally Important. The effect of r-olrent -&rs.r has ham

considered by Ussing (1952) and Toorell (1955)® It is

likewise relevant to mention that the process of exchange

diffusion (dosing, 19$7) may sometimes be a complicating

factor in considering tho ionic forces and fluxes. Tho state
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of an ion in a given phase may ie conveniently described

in thermodynamics! terms by the olectrochemical potential.
■ •

.5 *•»

(Boo for example Guggenheim* 1959)
•sTbc.te has {>«•: n no Tack of fton?wlrt';3hn> p.uoh o£ it in-

■

■. • a R5? la a. « s3?y- * cn.-l- •
d 7 / 0

'

*hh
where h,.j id the activity of the J ion, a its valency,

J • . ' * . <"V-

f tho potential of the phase, and a term which io con¬

stant for a given solvent at a given pressure, and temperature.

The moot commonly used expression to describe the nott
4?V& •

flux M.| of tho ion io' tho equation ■
t- ■ i.':V !■':,< I : H' > ' ' '' ' • / r;\ i?-

Flux ® —mobility x concentration x eleotrochemiaal potential
gradient

a: 'in. a ;• /onsurd.
• ' ^ \

-V.V: A Oi tIV 0" ?3 v \' .;;.A

This equation was ueo& by Planck (1889) ITernot (1888) and

Gibbd (1099) during the early history of electrochemistry*

and har3 since been widely applied. Tho flux given by the

equation is the nott passive' flux, i.e.f tho flux which

'arises as a result of the known physical forces. It has

been foiind in very many situations that a consideration of

passive forces alone is not sufficient to explain the fluxes

observed in biological transport. This has led to the widely

accepted concept of 1native transport®,by which io meant that

ion transport can take place by moans of a mechanism other

than that provided by the known physical forcos?i»e«?it is'



assumed' that lone may bo transported against an electro-
chemical potential gradient by a mechanism deriving its

energy from the coll metabolism.

There has been no lack of speculation, much of it in¬

genious, about the method by which an active flux is coupled

to an exorgemic biochemical process, but the fact remains

that no fully convincing explanation of active transport

at the biochemical level has yet emerged* The coupling io

normally assumed to be mediated by a carrier, but no identi¬

fication of the carrier has over been made# This is indeed

understandable when an estimate of the necessary number of

carrier sites is made# For example, Glynn (1957) estimated
«

that in a red blood cell the number of cites need only bo

about a thousand.

Thorough discussions of the definition and theoretical

implications of activo transport from a mathematical point

of view have been given-by Rosenborg (194-8 and 195/0?
Patlak (1956) and Useing (i960),. At tho biochemical level

there ore, broadly opcakingv two viewpoints about active

transport. One of these holds that ATP is a prime source

of energy, the ATP being produced either by respiration or

photosynthesis. The other proposed mechanism advocated

strongly by Lundegardh (1955) and Robertson (I960) involves

a more direct tapping of tho respiratory redox.energy avail¬

able in the electron transport chains.

Because of the difficulties associated with tho direct

study of activo transport it is a matter of the first impor-
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*tanoe to try to achieve a full understanding c£ the con¬

comitant passive mechanisms which are more amenable to

direct experimental investigation# Apart from the intrin¬

sic interest and Importance of those passive mechanisms,

their study inevitably sheds come light on the complementary

active processes*"

In a theoretical treatment of passive transport tho

crux of the matter Is tho integration of tho flux equation#

If it con bo integrated then a variety of relations can he

readily dorivod, all of them in principle9 susceptible to

'experimental verification# For example, resting potential
V

may be expressed as a function of'ionic mobilities, and

external and internal concentrations* Again, tho electrical

resistance of the membrane can bo expressed as a function

of rooting potentials, mobilities and concentrations*

The study of membrane resistance in particular opens up a

number of lines of investigation* Tho measured value of the

resistance, for example, con bo compared with predictions

based on flux studies. Changes in temperature, light intcn«
I

sity, external concentration, etc, all produce changes in j
i

resistance which can. be theoretically investigated by moans 1
of the expressions which result from the integration of

the flu:; equation. It is true that the corresponding

variations of tho resting potential should in principle bo

susceptible to similar checks and resting potential is a

parameter much more easily measured* However, the moot

commonly used equation for the resting potential ( thw



Goldman equation) is a logarithmic function and quite large

changes in ionic permeabilities, for example» may give only
small changes in rooting potential. In other words, we

consider that resistance changes arc more sensitive indi¬

cators of the validity of a given theory. In fact, consider-

Ing all the measurable electrophysiological parameters,

membrane resistance seemed to us to,hold out the promise of

the most fruitful results. With the additional incentive

that many aspects of plant coll membrane resistance had not

been extensively investigated, it was decided to make the

measurement of resistance the main theme of this thesis.

Our work will be considered iri the framework of the theory

outlined above. When necessary, theoretical points will of

course bo treated in more detail later.

We have already mentioned the importance of the work

of Hodgkin et al. and It is convenient hero to list some

important references which deal moro specifically with plant

cellos Dainty (1962) gives a very clear discussion of ion

transport and electrical potentials with special reference

to the large algal cells. Dainty (1969) has also given

another review which stresses the special difficulties /
inovlved in plant physiology, and which discusses transport

problems both in algal cells and higher plants. Briggs,

Hope and Robertson, in their text 1Electrolytes and Plant

Cello' discuss fully a wide range of topics. ■ Papers

dealing specifically with membrane resistance are discussed

later, but it is worth while to montion hero two contribu-
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ttions which contain valuable fundamental discussions as

well as reports of resistance measurements. Tho authors are

Hope and Walker (1961), Williams, Johnston and Dainty (1965).
Two papers by HacRobbio (1962 and 1964) dealing mainly with

Isotopic flux measurements in Hite 1 la transInceriB form part

of the essential background to our work;

It would b© wrong to give the impression that the kind

of approach to.ion transport hero outlinod and adopted by

the authors cited is the only one. There are many shades of

opinion,, varying from complete acceptance of the conventional
I

Ideas about passive and active transport mechanism, to out-

■right retjoction of the concepts* As an example of an ex~

. trembly unconventional point of view we nay mention the work

of Ling, who io a moat vigorous opponent of widely accepted

theories. In a recent paper (Ling and Ochaonfold, 1966), ho

states his case very clearly*

"A, prioriBa constantly maintained level cf an ion or

other solute in the cell may represent either an equilibrium

phenomenon or a steady-state phenomenon. The maintenance

of an equilibrium phenomenon needs no expenditure of free
j

energy. However, in the maintenance of a steady state, which
must involve active transport or 1pumps' of some sort, a

continued free energy expenditure is mandatory. Comparison

of the total energy available to the cell, with vim energy
i

need of a consistent (in contrast to an ad hoc) active trans¬

port model fox4 maintaining the solute distribution led tfc
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the conclusion that ouch a model is against the second lav;

of thermodynamics. Since there is no third alternative,

the constant level of an ion or solute within the cell

must represent an equilibrium phenomenon"«

Ling attempts to explain his 4 equilibrium phenomenon'

by an association-induction hypothesis (Ling, 1962, 1965)
in which the living coll is represented ao a proteinaoeous

fixed charge system. She cell proteins in this model are

supposed to adsorb ions, non-electrolytes, and other mole¬

cules. (The protein matrix also polarises and orientates

successive layers of water molecules filling the space

between the proteins. In this fixed charge system, it is

assumed that ions may bo present as interstitial free ions

or as interstitial ion pairs or as adsorbed ions. With

this model Ling caelcs to explain tho equilibrium distribu¬

tions of various simple ions.

The fixed charge theory of Ling and variants of it

have had considerable support in the field of animal physio¬

logy* It could be argued that such theories have no rele¬

vance to algal cells where the internal vacuolar solution j
i

is apparently a simple salt solution. (There is however

a keen interest in measurements between the cytoplasm and

vacuole and between the cytoplasm and the external medium
of these colls and with relation to such measurements the

fixed charge concept may have some significance*
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Lingvo theory is of course in complete contradiction

to the conventional theories, but hie writings are often

stimulating and the onus is at least partly on the up¬

holders of the conventional line of thought to prove him

mistaken#

2. R'wlwlv Off PREYI0U8 MEf-TOMKE. .KE3ISTAHOI5 HEABUREMEhT3

Q.N GIlAPACEAR CJshl',3

As much of this thesis is concerned with membrane

resistancet a review of resistance experiments performed
I

by other workers on the Chargeeae is now presented.

A resistance measurement basically involves passing a small

current through the coll and measuring the resulting volt¬

age change across the membrane. The voltage/current ratio

is multiplied by the cell surface area to give the reals-
?

banco referred to unit area (ohms-cm )♦ Tills statement

io of course an oversimplification especially in relation

to .a long cylindrical cell which must bo considered as a

- non—inductive cable# However, those matters will be dis¬

cussed in detail in the course of this report# 1 j
Present day workers almost invariably use glass micro-

electrodes to inject the current and record the voltage

change, but some of the early experiments which we shall

discuss used an external electrode technique# Either

direct or alternating current may be used in a resistance
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Ohio earliest measurements of membrane resistance of

the Characeae seem to have been made by Blinks (1950) on

Nitella .i'lexilis using external electrodes and direct
2

current. Ho found a value of 2$0 kilohos-cm ' and again in
2

1950 ho measured a value of 200 kilohms-crn fox* Chora

ooronata. One of the difficulties in trying to evaluate

theses and similar$ early experimentsf lies in the fact that

the conditions of measurement varied so much. Blinks®

measurements on Hitella,flexilis were performed after the

colls had been soaked in distilled water for long periods

and then transferred to 1 mM ilaCl for the actual experiment.

Other1 of hie experiments used 1 mil KCI as the external

medium and this produced a decrease in resistance which
\

became more pronounced as the external concentration of

KOI was increased. Blinks (194-0) also studied the effect

of light intensity on the resistance of Nite11a c1avata

and found that prolonged exposure to sunlight caused a

very marked decrease (four- ox» five-fold). Weldinann (1949)

performed some experiments on Nitella flox5lis using exter¬

nal electrodeso and Williams9 Johnston and Dainty (1963)
estimate that his experiments indicate a resistance of 100

o
kilokms-Cia*". His external medium was very much more com¬

plex than that of Blinks so the results are not strictly

comparable. Umrath (1940) using microelcctrades found a

value of ICQ Icilohmo-ora2 for Nitoila tnucronata.
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Broadly speaking, values reported in these early

experiments are considerably''higher than, more recent exper¬

iments on the characean colls indicate# Ac wo have said,

the variable conditions of measurement make it impossible

to draw any firm conclusions from the early work, but remember¬

ing the' state of electrophysiology at that time, many of the

experiments were commendable pioneering attempts.

Bennatt and Rideal (195/0 measured the resistance

and capacity of a Nitella species using an internal Ag/AgOl
micro-electrode. They used an alternating current of 1000

c»p*s.« but their results, as Hope and Walker (1961) and
Williams et al« (1963) point out, are difficult to interpret

because they did not consider the cable-like properbios of
the coll which would be an. important consideration at this

frequency.

The most comprehensive studies using micro-eloctrodos

have been performed by the Australian workers IMndlay, nope and

Walker, and by Williams, Johnston and Dainty in. this country.

Walker (199?, I960) measured the resistance of a Hitoila ■

2 '
species and found values ranging from 5 to 50 kilohms-cm /
depending on the external medium, which varied from 0« 1 mM KC1".

to 1 mil KOI, 1 mM NaCl or 1 mil OaClp. Walker also reported
from these experiments the important result that the bulk of

) 1
the resistance lay across the piacmalerama. A correction. for

the cable-like proportion of the cell was applied. The

experiments used direct current. Walker (1(960) also reported
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p
a resistance of 15 kilohms-eni * for 0 liara austral 3 n ~ a value

obtained using both external and internal electrodes. The

external concentration was 1 raM NaCl♦ In a very interesting

paper by Hope and Walter (1961) the experiments on Chara

'were extended arid the effect of changing the external concen¬

tration and the current were studied. Thoy found that their

results could be explained by passive diffusion, of sodium

and potassium across tho membrane with a permeability ratio

V%a 61 rectification effect observed v;as con¬
sistent with the expression obtained by integrating tho flux

equation using the Goldman constant field assumption.

Findlay (1959) measured tho resistance of a Nitella

species (that used by Walkert i960) and found a value of
? 2

27 kilohms«cm for depolarising currents and 46 k±lohmD-cm~

for hyperpolariaing currents. His external medium was rather

raoro complex than that normally used in present-day cxperi-

ments. In 1962 he reported a limiting; (resting potential)
p

value of 54 kilohrao-cm~$ but the medium was different from

that of his 1959 experimentsr, and again rather complex.
//

It'is a satisfactory feature of many present day experiments

that simple external solutions are used and that various

workers adopt tho same standard solution for a given coll

to facilitate comparison of results. In 1962 Findlay
p

measured a value of - 7 kilohms-cm" for Chara australis in

a solution of 1 znM Na01? 0«1 mM KC1 and o•25 mM Ca01o.
{

Findlay and Hope (1964) investigated separate olectrlc&l
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characteristics of the plaowalemma and tonoplant of Ohara

anc.traila > Anions other results, they confirmed that the

plasraalemma le the main resistance barrier, its resistance
o o

bejng about 12 kilohms-cm compared to 1 kilohm-cm for the

tonoplast.
p

Qda (19S1) nsoo.Ditred a value of 30 k±lohms-*cm in

Chara brannlf. Hie technique was interesting involving the

isolation of a small section of tho cell in the central com¬

partment of a throe-compariinont bath# With ouch an arrange¬

ment, cable effects are eliminated.

Williams, Johnston and Dainty (1961, 1961) measured

the resistance of H11e11a trunslucena in an artificial pond

viator containing .1 mM NaCl, o.l all KC1 and 0.1 mil CaClp, and
?

reported a mean value of 21 kilohms-cmThe paper is

important in several respects. First of all, they adopted

an attitude towards the cable effect which was in contrast

to that of previous workers who either ignored it, applied a

correction for it, or avoided it by tho use of small colic.

V/±lliane et aX«, however, treated the coll rigorously as a

finite cable terminated by infinite Impedances, and used tho

appropriate steady state solution for ouch a model to handle . /

their results, fhoy used both a pulse and an alternating

current technique, fhia careful study gave not only the

resistance but information about other important' parameters.

For example, they were able to estimate tho capacity, to cal¬

culate tho resistance of tho internal solution, and to
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calculate the space constant, the reciprocal of which is

effectively the attenuation countant. Their paper also

gives a full discussion of the correlation between electri¬

cally measured resistance end passive flux measurements«

The experiments of Walker (1957? I960) and Hope and

Walker (1961)® and Findlay and Hope (1964) all suggest that

no great error arises by assuming that an overall measurement

from vacuole to external solution effectively measures the

resistance of the plasmalemiua* The observations of MacRobbie

(1962) that the fluxes of sodium and potassium across the

tonoplast of Nitoila tranrP.noons were very much greater than
I

those across the plasmaiomma provide strong Justification
*

for this assumption®
\

• \ \

3* MEMBRANE CAPAC .XT-INGE

In many techniques for measuring membrane resistance

a simultaneous estimate of membrane capacitance can be ob¬

tained from the rise time of the voltago pulse which arises j
from the passage of current through the cell. In present /

- i' '

day eloctrophysiology membrane capacitance is not an exton-
i

sively investigated parameter probably for the simple roa©on

that values measured are nearly always unexceptional, being

of the order of IM-lt/tom . At one stage there was* however,

a considerable interest in capacitance measurements, and they
did ploy some part in establishing that the basic structure
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of the membrane proposed by Danielli and .Davson (1952)
van a reasonable ono, Their well-known lipo-protein model

ouggosts that the capacitance should be approximately

1 ^F/om , if reasonable values for the dielectric constant
and the membrane thickness arc assumed. Tho observed values

of capacitance therefore provided cno piece of indirect evl-

donee to justify the model6 Although it io a personal opinions
it io felt that a close study of capacitance might still be

important. In particular^ its va.r±at±on with frequency

is a neglected topic which is potentially capable of provid¬

ing somo information about membrane structure. Although

this aspect of capacitance is not pursued in this report wo
«

had othor interests in capacitance measurements which will

be discussed in later chapters.

Examples of capacitance measured for tho Characeac

arcl Nito11a transluceno« 1 ^F/om (Williams ot al» 1964)$
Oliara bro.unli. 2«3 /cJP/om'" (Odas 1962) j Oharn auntrails ,

1 - 2 ^IT/cra (Findlay and Hopo , 1964). Intentsting discuss-
ions of the electrical capacitance of membranes aro given by

i \

Gale (1950)* and Hopo (1936). . \ /

4. GO!IE GFIARACTElt 18TIG8 03? NTTELIA TRA tTSLUCEKS \

The work reported bore has boon performed mainly on

Njtolla trans.Inc.one ♦ There aro several good practical

reasons for the choice of these cells. There are no sunnlv
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problems ao the colls grow prollfically in a loch near

Dunkeld, Perthshire « although the distribution elsewhere

appears to ha scanty* The cello also store well and can

bo kept in a healthy state for long periods in on artificial

pond water which we have adopted ao standard , following tho

practice of other workers with those cello. Its composition

is 1 nH NaOl* 0*1 mH KC1, 0*1 nM CaCl.,* It will be denoted

frequently in subsequent chapters by A-P. feu The cells are

robust and the number damaged by the insertion of the three

micro-electrodes required for a typical resistance experi¬

ment is relatively small* Damage to the cells after inser¬

tion of electrodes can bo easily .detected T5y two criteria «*>

namely, tho recovery of a normal resting potential,, and

continuation of vacuolar streaming* Tho penetration of the

tough cell wall requires a compromise in tho electrode

dosign} they must bo considerably thicker than those common¬

ly used in animal physiology, yet not so thick ao to allow

excessive diffusion of thoir contents.

A single intomodal coll is a giant of typically C«Xcm

diameter and 7 era length, although much longer collo can be /
/

/
found* Their also is an obvious practical advantage in /

handling and observing them, and it also makes the collection

of vacuolar oap for analysis a relatively easy problem.

The vacuolar concentrations of tho more important ions arc

given by Spanswicfc and Williams (1964) as 69 raM Ka$ 75 mH

ISO mM 01® In tho flowing cytoplasm concentration values

given are 14 mil Naj 119 ml-l K| 65 mM 01* MaoRobbio (1962)
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reports similar values except for the Na concentration of

the cytoplasm which aha measured as 54 mil. The concentra¬

tion and potential measurements ox Spanswick and Williams

(1964) and the concentration and flux measurements of

MacRobbio (1962, 1964) indicate active transport at the plas*

malemma of ha (outwards)} K (Inwards) and CI (inwards),
whereas at tho tonoplast Ha is pumped inwards, K and 01 being

close to electrochemical equilibrium here. MacBobbie has

shown that the iJa-K active transport mechanism at tho plasma-

lemma la a linked one, i«o», a one-to-one exchange of Ka and

K® Tho role of calcium is as yet not certain. Spanswick and

Williams (1965) have measured the Ca content of tho vacuole

and tho cytoplasm (12 mfi and 8 raM •respectively) and they have

shown that tho cells are not in flud equilibrium with respect

to calcium. They tentatively suggest that no metabolic Ca

pump is necessary at tho plasmalemma, but an inward Ca pump

may operate at the tonoplast. They also estimate that the

indiffusiblo anion content of the Donnan free space of the

cell wall is «74 oquiv./litre• The transport mechanisms in

■7Nitolla ore hov/ever not completely elucidated. MacRobbie

(1964) suggests that the transfer of both potassium and chlor-/
ide to tho vacuole appears ,to bo correlated with the uptake

»

of chloride into the cytoplasm. It may be that two separate

mechanisms are involved in tho active transport of salts into

the vacuole, namely active uptake of chloride into tho cyto¬

plasm followed by transfer of salt into the vacuole. Mac-

Hobble suggests that the latter stage may be mediated by the
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formation of small endoplasmic vooicles which are discharged
/

into the vacuole«

The disadvantages of the coll ao an object of experi¬

mental study are in the main unavoidable and common to all

plant colls„ For example, the structural complexity of the

system separating the vacuole from tfao external solution is,

ao wo have already mentioned, formidable, but no greater than

in any other plant cell. One disturbing disadvantage is

often tho considerable variation which exists "between " cells

Under controlled conditions it is not uncommon to find appar¬

ently vigorous cells with resting potentials as low as 100 n\r

or as high as 1J5 mV. As well as variations in a given batch

there are also' uhdoubtcd variations from batch to batch and

from season to season® '
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II GONE THEORETICAL CQN3ID35RATIOKS
>

. . ' . ' /
■

/

1• yilE GOLDMAN EQUATION

In tlio course of this report: refex'encos will "bo made

to the Goldman treatment of the Kornst-Planck flux equation*

The Goldman theory is very popular in' o1eelropbysic1ogy

but there is a tendency to use it rather uncritically* in

spite of th© well known fact that it suffero from thoorotical

, Inadcquacieo* It is true that no convenient alternative
■ exists, go its use is really a matter of expediency. With

I

this in mind it has boon doomed worthwhile to devote this

section to a discussion of the Goldman theory.

It is remarkable that the literature concerned with the

theory appears to contain no reference to the contribution

of J. Willard Gibhs, who effectively derived the equation

with a fair degree of rigour in *1899. Hio troatrnant can bo

found in hio collected works (1905) in the form of a lottcx*

•which was not published during his lifetime. Toore11 (1957)
also suggested a similar equation but the usual acknowledgment

is to Goldman (1944). Goldman's treatment -woe adopted by
i

Ilodgkin and Katss (1949)» with some modifications, such ao the

introduction of permeabilities instead of mobilities* and the

use of partition coefficients to deal with the uncertainty

concerning the concentrations at interfaces.

The major problem in any derivation is the integration
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of the flux equation. Although this was fiono rigorously

by Planck for a liquid Junction tho final expression for

the potential does not lend itself easily to practical use.

Goldman made the simplifying assumption that tho electric

field, i.e. the potential gradient, across the diffusion

barrier is constant, and justified this ad hoc postulate by..

. the suggestion that a membrane may contain many dipolar mole¬

cules near tho isoelectric point which align themselves to

minimise any non-linearity of the potential* If the potential
'

gradient,2V/3x, 1b constant then 7/hr/dx? ** 0, i«o. v "~V «. ot

Wow Poisooa's fundamental theorem states that v**V" *» -trrf/tC
where o is the charge density and K tho dielectric constant.

Hence the Imposition of tho constant field condition implies

that the resulting model should too one in which tho membrane

is electrically neutral. This however is not tho case in tho

Goldman theory* One may readily verify this by extracting

from the theory an expression for the concentration, c^,
of any ion 1 at an arbitrary point x in tho diffusion,

region =; and forming the cum Johnston and Hogg, 1964).
Shis sum-is not in general zero - and indeed there is no

I
/

reason why it should be in the conventional Goldman treat- ;
"

" ' • "
- /

stent, because the electro-neutrality condition is at no

stage mathematically Imposed. Tho imposition of the condition

dV/dx to each individual ionic species dooo not automatically

ensure that » 0. In view of this anomaly it is

relevant to ask what is the result of specifically imposing
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the condition of electro-neutrality an well as that of

constant field. The answer was given by Gibba - the only

general situation in which both conditions oro satisfied

is that in which the total ionic concentration is constant

across tho diffusion region. To rectify to some extent the

nogioct of Glbbe' contribution we present his argument below

with an up-to-date notation. Th© simplicity and neatness of

tho argument arcs typical of his deep insight into thoriao- .

dynamics.

Following Guggenheim (1959)? tho electrochemical

potential /U of an ion 1 in a given phase may bo written
i

( ft, « &D In ii ❖ RT In C£ + Hri? In £% -f s (j)
\

The terra Rff In 1, depends on tho solventf tho temperatureJ*

and the pressure. fh is the activity coefficient? and tie

other symbols have their usual interpretation.
hh '

(The flux of tho 1 ion may be written .

M£ a - U^Cd/^/dx). * (2) \
■ ' \

The proportionality between flux and electrochemical potential

gradient assumed here is accurate provided that the displace¬

ment from equilibrium is not too great. The kinetic theoxy

of rate processes expresses this restriction more precisely

and this point will bo taken up in the next section* Tho



equation aa written implies that tha fluxes of the various

ions arc uncoupled i«o* no interaction occurs. The methods

of irreversible thermodynamico afford a way of studying

coupled flows, but at prosent the theory loads to consider¬

ables complexity whon applied to this problem.

^Considering now the differential dju.^/dx, the contribu¬
tion d In 1^/dx ±0 aero for the situation envisaged by Gibbs,
i«o« a constrained liquid junction where the solvent is the

soma throughout the system• Activity coefficients had not

been introduced at the time of his work so they aro hero taken

to bo unity - this of course makes his results applicable

only to ideal solutions«
«■

for clarity, only univalent species will be considered

and tha suffix i will now bo taken to indicate cations and j

to indicate anions# \ * " - ■
\ \

■ V/o thou havo '

do.
,

ft* te-U.RU—± «*, u,o4]f£2L £3)

\

or

mii do*

dx ^0% C4)

<5)



. Summing over all 1 and J gives ,

* W 81 E(«i * e.f) + rTP^ (c, - o±)
16)

How rL-)'0^ «* o^) » Q if v/e impose the electro-
neutrality condition and the loft hand side is constant if

fx steady state is assumed. Hence we havet

JL \ '(r3. Hi* Cj) « constant ' —(J)
• ax x. v

i

: ■ • • )

. How wo form the sum

\ '

EL.AtJ w (°i - (o1 * o^)
(Q)

i

y w

Ago.inf the l&ft hand aide is conotant% and the term .

,.d/d3C^(o^ •* °(|) 13 ® because of tho electro-neutrality ,
- etmdi't ion. \ j

$ \f/ . /
Ilenoo /^+ ®a) a constant, —

tbs d
i

If v/e assume dv^/ebe » constant* it must follow from ( 9

that y^(p| * o^) is likewise constant at every point, This
condition also satisfies equation (9 ), lo sum up «■ electro-

neutrality and a constant field are only compatible when the
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total ionic concentration in the same at ovory point in

the region. The argument has been reproduced in detail

because few writers have pointed out the implication of the

result to the Goldman theory. The usual criticisms of the

theory are control on the arbitrary assumption of constant

fields the neglect of activity coefficients* etc* Indeed

many workers ooom to accept that electro-neutrality is inherent

in the conventional Goldman treatment® Teoroll (1953) and

Pinkelstoin and Maura (1963) have however pointed out that lin¬

earity of the potential and. electro-neutrality arc consistent

only with a constant total Ionic concentration. They use a
I

much more tortuous argument than that given here -• in essence,

they impose on the general Planck solution the condition of

constant potential gradient and find that S(c, + c.) « const*
•"»d v

Thoy moke no reference to the work of Gibbs. In tlio 'Kinetic

Basle of flolocular Biology' (Johnson et al. 1954- ) Gibbs'

derivation is presented without acknowledgment. The authors

do not specifically point out the relevance of the derived

condition when they later discuss the Goldman equation.
i

Ad mentioned abovef the situation considered by Gibbs

eliminated the need to deal with the term d In 1.,/do;. \
.... ..

However if a solvent interface is present (as in biological

cystoma) the presence of the term moans that there - is consider¬

able dubiety concerning interface conditions* Goldman avoided

the difficulty by considering tho diffusion region to be'

bounded by points juut inside tho membrane on either side*
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The ionic concentrations in this region arc of course not

measurable. Hodgkin mid Katz (194-9) attempted to moke

the equation more realistic toy introducing partition

coefficients relating the membrane concentrations to tho

adjacent solution concentrations at the interfaces., Any

error in this approach would too refloated in tho ionic

permeabilities.

As solutions in many physiological systems are not

extremely dilute it is necessary to consider the torm .

d In' f4/dx. Goldman (194-4-)* Hodgkin and Katss( 194-9 )»
Finite latain and Mauro (1963) all assume that is constant

throughout the system and? therefore , thai df.^/dx « 0.
This assumption is questionable if we recall that the

activity coefficient io to bo regarded as a measure of the

free energy of interaction between a given ion# its solvent

and tho counter-ion atmosphere♦ (toetoyo and Hacked? 1923)#
Even in the simple case where c, is constant throughout the

region and whore tho solvation of tho ion consequently

remainc unchanged, one has to consider possible changes in

the constitution of tho counter-ion atmosphere which it would

bo rash to neglect#~ In general an expression relating ,the j
activity of a given ionic species to the concentration of

its adjacent medium cannot bo. derived theoretically, for a

concentrated mixed solution. In a paper as yet unpublished

(Hogg? Hugheo and Johnston)? Hughes suggests that empirical

equations might be set up for ouch solutions by tho use of
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ion selective electrodes and an arbitrary scale of reference
solutions.

. It is interesting to modify the Globs treatmentt by

retaining the activity coefficienta® IThe result is a pair
ofconditions analogous to equations (7) and (9 )* .

a v- —^ ^ ^ 1*4 In f >
constant

dx ^ ^ ■•' dx " dbc
— CIO)

\ <? •.

\7V d ln % ^ 1?1 r:fv . F V/ vd/^ , ..
•

/ ■«■■ «• mj «j- «»*• / (c« '+ c.«/ » constant
■w: - » dx ' 1 J to

no

Except for a trivial case wo have not established

■algebraically .the possibility of satisfying these relations.
It is unlikely* however* that they load to a rigorous

•srrsample of a .diffusion system In which oleotro-neutrality
and constant field coexist* and in which activity coefficients
are taken Into account. Even if such a case did emerge from

%10) and t 11 )t there remains the difficulty of integrating
"

■ ■' •••'• •
.. • \

. \ /
the flux equation* while retaining the terms. Such an /

i /

integration requires a knowledge of the variation of f4 ;
««u

with x and c., and no such relations are available» It Id

interesting to note that In recent papers there has boon a

tendency to writ© the Goldman equation in terms of activity

rather than concentration. (e*g*s Baker* Hodgkin, Haves* 1964-is
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Diamond and Harriecm, 1966). In view of. the foregoing

romarko it would appear that ouch a form gives only a oupor-
I

ficiol impression of accuracy*

rIho success of the Goldman equation in certain oituat-

ions lies partly in tho .fact that adjustable paramotors are

sometimes available in the form of permeability terms, go

that a reasonable correlation between the Goldman theory and
, r

experiment eon often be obtained by selecting appropriate

permeabilities, (or permeability ration)* In. this context

it is to bo noted that the logarithmic nature of the equation

makes the membrane potential somewhat insensitive to permea¬

bility and' concentration changes. It is perhaps not un¬

reasonable to bo sceptical about good correlations obtained

by selection of permeability factors unless those permea¬

bilities arc determined Independently* In studios of Hitella

translucent for example Spanswick and Williams (1962.) ob¬
tained a reasonable agreement by selecting a value for the

ratio of Pj^sPjr (<>62) * Independently, McKobbie (1962)
found that this value agreed very well with that deduced from

her iootopic flux measurements* This kind of agreement carris
\ I

considerable conviction.
■

It is of interest that the integration of the flux ' /
equation and the derivation of the Goldman type of equation

con be carried out without making any assumption about the

nature of the field, if one is dealing with ions of the same

sign.. This could arise if the membrane is very impermeable

to ions of the opposite sign# or if these Ions are in electro-



chemical equilibrium across the membrane. As such situa¬

tions are not uncommon in physiology, it is possible that

the success of the equation is in part due to those circum¬

stances, where some of the mathematical weakness of the

theory io removed* "

It do«?c» net-, seem to be? generally realised that the

assumption of constant field is not a unique way of deriv¬

ing the Goldman equation* Although several authors '

(©*£<>$ Mullins and X«oda* l9S3f Patlaic, 1960) have suggested

that the equation may ha derived on mora general grounds,

the following result doos not appear to have been reported.

Any potential function which is antisymmetric about tho

central piano of the diffusion barrier leads to tho Goldman

equation* This result became apparent during our study of

some aspects of kinetic theory applied to membrane transport*

Tho derivation of the result will thus be postponed until

tho following section, which deals with the kinetic theory

of rate processes.

The integration of the flux equation (making the usual

simplifying assumption) loads to an. expression for tho flux

of hii ion 1 which has tho form \ ■

The total passive current per unit area flowing across tho

membrane io then given by

If4 £«!
■ R2?

z.FVPj .X «nW '



The Gol&rjan equation may then bo readily obtained

by assuming that* 0S However the nett current across

the membrane la the sum of passive and active currents,

1'®" Jn«tt " % + JA

In the steady state each ion is in flux equilibrium, any nett

passive current being balanced by an equal and opposite active

current. A steady state thus implies that 0» and thuo

when Jp is cet equal to soro to obtain the Goldman equation
the assumption is made that J^ is likewise zero* In other

. words it is assumed that the metabolic ionic pumps are

electrically neutral. If an experiment is performed in which

an external parameter? say temperature, is varied, then the

resulting change In resting potential should be predictable

from the Goldman equation (ox* from any more rigorous version

of it). If the results of such experiments ore at variance

with this prediction* ono explanation, but not necessarily

an exclusive one, is that the metabolic pumps are not in

fact neutral but eleotrogonio. This suggestion is made in.

a later section (Chapter V' , Section*7 )$ which deals with j
certain results obtained from temperature studies. The other

i I

dubieties associated with the Goldman equation render slightly

uncertain any conclusions drawn from this kind of argument,

but the oamo reasoning would apply if a more cocuroly based

equation for membrane potential should emerge.

To conclude this section wo consider briefly the

question of electro«neutraXity» It is and has boon for many
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years, an accepted condition in conventional electro¬

chemistry. Planck (1890)g for examplo, applied it in hio

derivation of the general equation for the liquid .junction

potential* and so did Gibba in the analysis reproduced

earlier in this section. Today* Guggenheim in hio classic

text Thermodynamtoa uses it without reservations. She reason

of course is that even a minute excess concentration of charge

can give rise to enormous potentials. As Guggenheim points
f a

out* ICf moles of excess charge of one sign con give rise

to a potential difference of 10 million volts! Nevertheless

it is aloo, true that some separation of charge must bo pres¬

ent to give any potential difference at all. If the concern*

tration of excess charge is 0"^ «• 0"% then the criterion io

really tho ratio (Q'1'** Cf)/0'. If this ratio io very small

then electro-neutrality may fee assumed. Pat1ok (19!?6)
ohowo by on order of magnitude calculation based on Poiseon'o

equation that the ratio is in fact negligibly small for

diffusion barriers of reasonably large thickness. Phis of

course is tho normal situation, in conventional electrochemistry

but not in biological membrane theory. Patlak shows for /
1 /

example that If tho barrier is thick and if a typical • /
biological potential difference of XOOmV io assumed the ratio

o
io negligible but if the thickness io 10CA i*©#*"a bio¬

logical membrane thickness* then the ratio may approach

unity. Gome care must therefore bo taken before automatic¬

ally applying eloctroneutrality conditions to a biological
«

membrane» The presence of fixed charge in tho membrane co®i>-
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sllcates the matter even roore. Returning to the Goldman

equation in thin context, it can be shown that the Gibbo

condition still holds if tho membrane is assumed to have

a fixed charge concentration of A. The electro-neutrality
—*

condition is now /..C°| ~o^)+A»0. If this condition
is applied, together with tho constant field assumption,

then it is found as before that c^.) » 0« However
it is difficult to nee in general how a precise statement

about the excess charge cc-aaitioxs can be .r.a-de vithcat a

more detailed knowledge of the electrical condition of tho

molecules comprising tho membrane. She Goldman equation im-
v

plies a heavy excess charge concentration near tho membrane-

solution interfaces* In fact it implies a 'condenser*

membrane. This follows from the fact that dV/dx » 0 in the
\ \

bulk solutions whereas dV/dx « constant in the membrane

proper. These discontinuities in dV/dx, if assumed to take

place in very short distances, imply heavy charge concentra¬

tions at tho interfaces.

As stated previously, it is difficult in view of its

convenience to discard the Goldman equation completely,

and it is equally difficult to bring a now line of thought

to the problem. For some time we have had in mind the possi¬

bility of using a treatment analogous to the 'least time6

principle in physics. It would seem reasonable that, given

a whole range of conceivable potential functions, there

should be a favoured one which could be found by imposing

appropriate thermodynamic conditions. What are these



conditions? - the minimising of the free energy changes,

the ma-xlrniaing of the entropy changes, or even minimising

the degree of eloctro-noutr-ality? However this idea is

at such a tentative stage that it is perhaps out of place

hare.

'

\ *
\ \

i

t •
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&. KINETIC TirePP-Y OP HATS PHCCESSES,.. APPLIED
ffQ THIS STUDY Of MEMBRANES • /

r(

Although the thermodynamical approach to the study

of membrane transport phenomena as exemplified in the last

section io the raost common in the literature, thoro

exists an alternative treatment in the form of the kinetic

theory of rat© processes. The latter has several, advant¬

ages over the former and as those are of considerable impor¬

tance it is rather surprising that kinetic theory has not

2>c<a.n a-cre ertscsiTeJy exploited in physiology* first of

all, when familiarity with its notation and foxmmlation

has boon acquired* It often gives a clearer insight into the

physical mechanisms operating. Secondly, the theory is

more general than the kind of approach exemplified by the

use of the hernst-Planck flux equation and in principle at

leant it can bo used oven when the displacement from equi¬

librium is much larger than that envisaged in irreversible

thermodynamics« In spite of its generality however*, it is

easy to restrict the theory to cover a special set of 1 •

'

circumstances and when this is done precise quantitative

conditions aro obtained which stipulate in what range the

special oaco is valid* for example, one can extract from

'the theory the. same results which ore more conventionally

derived from tho Nsmst-Planok equation, but in addition



one obtains a precise statement concerning the range of

validity of the Wcmst-Planok equation# Again, the kinotic

approach is especially useful when temperature is a variable

of interest because parameters like permeability emerge

from the theory as explicit functions of temperature.

A brief review of the theory follows and its use Id

illustrated by deriving a rooult which is thought to ba

original - at leant wo con find no trace of it in the

literature. The development of the theory and its applica¬

tion owes much to Eyring and Mo 'colleagues. Sue following

texts deal with the basic groundwork and include examples of

the application of the theory to biological systems?
v

The kinetic Basin of Molecular Blologyi Johnson, Eyring and

Pollssar.

The Theory of Rate Processes* Glasotono, Laidler and Eyrings

Hadorn Chemical Kinetics j Eyring and Eyring.

The picture of diffusion presontod by the theory is

the jumping of diffusing molecules over a succession of /
potential energy barriers# To scale a barrier a molecule

must possess a certain minimum free energy in tho proper

degrees of freedom arid this minimum required energy will in

general exceed the average energy of the species at the point

in question# A sequence of barriers is shown schematically

in fig# (I )♦ The frequency with which a jump occurs from

a position where the concentration is o0 to the position
i

whore it is ^ is given by the rate constant kt
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. V
V. . • V

Itq - p(^)8xp C-ag*A i) (I)
I

whore ^ is a transmission. coefficient usually taken to bo
. * v.

unityj is tho free energy noc©scary for the molecule to

pass from its current equilibrium position to tho top of tho

barrier $ k ,2) and h ore respectively tho Boltzraann constant,

tho absolute temperature and Planck's constant, k is tho

rate constant, for left to right movement and tho rate con¬

stant k« for the reverse direction is defined in a similar

way* If A is tho lattice distance i # a * tho distance
q

th i1l
between the q and peak and wo consider a steady

• otato situation in which the nett flux H of each diffusing

species is constant then at successive barriers tho flux

Can be represented by the sot of equationst

H " Voko -Vfl' "

« » >1o/)fc1 - >-2021C2 ^
S-. !

A "M « A ».c >k . <- A c k

where n is tho total number of barriers* '-Those equations

can be solved to give H in terms of the boundary concen¬

trations and o„ <, Tho result is .

o u ' •
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Substituting the expressions for k and k of tho form of

oquation ( ! ) wo find that

• K$P/h e2cp(-AGo/KS)[xo<50 "\n°n oxp(AGA rf)]
'l + expCSG^AS?) . 03cp(5GgAT) + ... oxp(SG„^A3!)

(4-)
*

where A is tho Gibbs free energy necessary to move from

tho boundary position 0 to tho top of tho first barrior;AC is

the total free energy change in going from tho boundary oqui**

libriua position 0 to tho final position n;&G„ is tho free

energy difference botv/oon tho top of the q"c^ and tho top of

the first barrier. The- meaning of thogo quantities is illus-

tratod in Fig. ( I )* This equation is tho starting point

for moot applications. " c

'f0 troat diffusion of iona we consider a modol In'which /
a potential difforcn.ce V exists across the diffusion barr- /
ior and wo assume that in tho absence of this potential the

barriers are all uniformly spaced and of equal height, flic
«

rate constants k and k can be factoris c*d into two terms |

tho first involves only the free energy difference approp¬

riate to the uniform barrier scheme. We can v/rito* for example,
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FIG. 2(a) Uniform barrier sequence

\

\ V

FTG. 2(b) Uniform barrier sequence with
electrical potential difference C*rn) super-
x"E5>rsed.. " !
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m A" A Gqq ■-«* VJq )
k „ oxp ■ « k c±p( -W / kS) (R)

h • . K T ** V,J*

whora koq io a term referring to the barriers in the absence
of the electric potential, and 17 1b tho froo energy differ¬

ence associated with the potential, • W " la given by sFAV^/N
whoro A V„ la the potential change across the q + 1 barr-

ler ami I! is Avogadro's. Ifunber. For the uniform barrier

system assumed, each a koq « k0, and each "X „ w X0*
11m general expression ( 4- ) then becomes,

© © °o - ca e3£P ( "
el'Y,
WW* — 1 ijl

£2

„ / aJ?AV'o \
212

n

*3 -6" co5» { " '-») ❖ exp ([-■■■""■ + „<*,> erpf — A!sr-.Y.
B2 ' H2 k E2

A#0 is tho potential change acrooa the first barrier, and
£? is the potential difference between tho q^'&nd -s-1

Ss,
v ■ V'

barrier. \

The interpretation-of -and is illustrated, in i

Fig* C'3& ?* where- ait arbitrary potential function has been

ckotched. ". "
'

'

!!

Considering only univalent cations (suffix 1), we
/FAFnN .

multiply numerator and denominator by oxp I ——j and thus
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FIG. 5(a). Arbitrary potential function sketched as
function of x. The meaning of AY /2 and theSV terms
is indicated. ^

A^t-dY
It n,-t

Mb VbVq
2 .

A&-V&V,
2.

Peak no.

FIG. 5(b). Same potential function las in Fig. 5(a).
The meaning cf the [n^*&^nd[Vn-^-sv^lterm3 is indicated
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may wrlfca { 6 ) In fcbo £orm

Aolkoi k)A ** (°n^i exp(FVn/R0?)l
' %

a
(7^

whore •

cfk ®*
/J?AV \
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« S » » « N J

2RT /

* exp

^ /A^o r
■KH«S» | <%«.>taMohtesw k /
ElA 2

+ cv ■ 1Rrhr s *
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n

.V

(3)

5?ho 1ntorprobation of the torafi (A-S. * £v ) occurring la£ cl

is indicated In Flo (3b)* • , -■

For anions (suffix j) wq writs

ii . xoA.i LKt(gym> - (Q„).I
*

w %
(9\

whoro g,. « ©xp L (v
R7 ^ a

Av0'
2

« -« « • * » <S "5' CXP

* orp

•■3? AY

JL (y
RT H n

AY0

rF
«•»**» ^ \i <S;$ CS8
BSD n 2

o *v» -1>

S V,) "&* ll»«

-(io) /\ I

!

The interpretation of the terms (V;& •* AV"0/2 *» 6\j) is
indicated by the rod ordinatos In Fig# (3b )8

How if the potential function is antisymmetric about
the contra .of the diffusion region than thora Is a ©no-to-ono

cerrodpoxidenoa batman tho terms in and i#o** for each
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term in of the form exp(AV^/2 * &If ) tliero la an equal
torn in g. of the form osq>(V_ «* AV./2 ). (This is

J c u vj

illustrated in (4- )« Clearly, if the potential function

is linear it satisfies this condition hut we would like to

stress that a linear potential function is only one of the

infinite set of odd functions which make g.. « g^. Any of
these functions leads dlrec tly to the Goldman equation as

follows«

flaking, the usual assumption that the nett passive

current is ssero, we have ^ ,l

■ IX -IX -0 !l

As g. s if the potential function is odd. with respect to

the centres all the g4s in ( H ) cancel, to give

- (W'&h)"3* <Wa/BS) -

-(W%h ) ^ - X^Vj — 12

wharo p£ « >0^ k0j » and similarly p.j» ' ! /

... e*p ,3R'
°nh "k SPd(o0>d

»

which is the usual form of the Goldman equation. If gj y'1 gj
the resulting equation would ho a coiaplosc function of V ♦
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A
■

1
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H A
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C
<
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_ J

n

PIG. 4-. Potential function, having odd symmetry with
. . respect to centre 11.

In the figure, ^ MA
i f

A3 =• AB, as function has odd symmetry.
but AG - aV- V /2

» ( n
/. EC « B 0

B 0 corresponds to term

to a term

o J+ V in g. and BC corresponda- "qj— ui
V -(AY/2) - Y~| in g.. Hence the one-to-one '•

. ** ™ Sij J
correspondence between terms in g^ and g^.
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To Bum up then, any odd function V(X) « «V(~X), loads

to the simple Goldman form of equation® (V and X arc measured

from the contra of tho membrane)® It is possible that thoae

functions are not unique in their ability to make g.? **

It seems likely that there are others , which are not no

.immediately apparent.

It is interesting to compare tho' parameters in tho

Jcinotlo theory Pith those used in the conventional derivation

of tho Goldman equation using tho Nernst-Planok flux' equation
- us a starting point. Tho Integration of the latter equation

pith a constant field assumed, loads to the following ex-

for tho nett flux of an ion i,

„ Vlwn <°o>l " <°n>l > 14
1 RT exp(siI?Va/H!T) - 1

FJ is here the permeability, defined by P.* « HTu./a.Fa,
-J, ».<IU aX»

V.

where in- is the mobility and a the membrane thickness.

The kinetic theory equivalent is
' f '

„ >olfeol[<°oh - (onh oxp(HFVn/nS)] \ 15

%

If the potential is linear, g., becomes a geometric series,
v/hich is easily summed, further, wo con replace a term

ouch as oxpCa^FVj^/nRS) with its approximate value
{J

1 4' 84.Fl' /nHTs provided that io much less thanX lA ■■ X IX

unity. tlion redue00 after some rearrangement to
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H zinfn^oikoi
nH£

(o0), ~ (cn)iexp(r,iFVn/HT)
Oxp(z.jFVn/RT) - 1 J

!G

A standard reault of kinetic theory io that the
-\Z

diffusion coefficient J>.t io Given by « A oi

1)^ io aloo givon by !>.. *» HSu^/tiP* oo that- « x>$/a **

®£/n\i **oi koi0* 2t now followo tbat?
/

S34P,J?V.tM #** ** A. ix (0.r - CO, G3cp(a,F? /R2)U X If A JU Xa

R2 L oxr)(z^vn/m) - 1
\7-

Thin in equivalent to tho flus: equation arising £ro&

the .conventional treatment but it Id to bo noted that the

equivalence can only be established under tho restrictive
condition that . ' v

sffVj/nfi® « 1 ' T 18 \
i

R2A? lo approximately 2£qV and, Vn io about IQOnV for bio-*

logical Denbranoo. X for condensed phases usually ranges
o

from 3 to 10A (Glasotone4 Laid!or and I'Syring, op.oit).
6

2ho tklaknoos of a biological monbrano io woino 150 At bo in

ic probably at least 13* llonco X?7n/aK2 la about G*2*
Ao this io a, :high;;eot*irnat0j tho approximation ic quite ■
valid for moot biological nyetgko. A closer examination of
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tho equivalents reveals another condition, rianoly8 that the

concentration difference must he small compared to the

average of the concentrations on either side of the barrier,.

In fact the proportionality between flux and gradient of
electrocbora1©ol potential so often assumed is only valid

provided that no stoop free energy gradients ei:ist* 2ho kin-
etic theory specifies theno conditions with considerable

precision*

V/e noto hero that tho kinetic flux equations can bo

used to obtain a very fundamental equation

<ni>in
m ^ai^cut QxpC°* s;^FVn/.Hf) (a^ « activity

filla equation, because of its generality, is the most

satisfactory starting point in electrophyoiology for relating

the I'osulto of two independent types of experiment, i«.e0s

membrane resistance and isotopic flux measurements. As tho

equation is of general validity,tho only restrictions being

that the ions are moving passively and independentlyt it

has been widely used as a test of passive movement (or as a

proof of active transport if the equation is not satisfied)* j

the diffucional rate constant, by the equation
where kQ^» ( * T/h)oxp(- A /« »

Ionic permeabilities appearing in the Goldman equation can

of ith ion)

finally, we note that tho equivalence demonstrated

above reveals that the. permeability lo .related to kQ,
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thus bo expressed explicitly as functions of temperature,

and honco the resting potential is known also as a function

of temperature»

Notes After this section was completed* a rocont paper -»

Barr, L. (November* 1965) J* Ohio or. Biol, 551 - 556, ~

.come to our attoution. In this paper Barr derives the

generalisation of the Goldman equation for functions of

odd symmetry, which has been discussed in this section.

Barr proves the result by quite a different method, consider
I

ing certain integrals that arise from manipulation of the
«

conventional flux equation. Although we have been aware

of the result for some time, it appeared to have no immed¬

iate biological application which justified publication.

/However, in this context; Ban? points out that "the odd

symmetry is suggestive of the model of tho cell membrane

as \a blmolecular leaflet with a balanced array of charges

on either Gide"«
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111 TUSQl^ETICAL BAflO OP RESISTAKCB
AKD CAPACITY HEAC U R Ef'IBKTS

1, IHTHOBU'OTORY

In 19'<6 Hodgkin and Huskton derived theoretical equations

for the response of a norvo fibre to the sudden application of

a small current pulse of sub-threshold magnitude. These equa¬

tions described the behaviour of tho fibre in terms of experi¬

mentally measurable quantities from which tho membrane resist¬

ance and capacity could be deduced. Since then, their methods

have been applied to tho measurement of these parameters for a

wide variety of animal tissues and fibreq possessing cylindrical

symmetry, and bhe importance of such measurements in the eluci¬

dation of problems of membrane structure and function has been
\ \

amply demonstrated.

In tho normal application of their theory a square pulse

of current from a constant current generator is passed into ih e

Interior of the cell by means of a micro-olectrodG inserted at

the mid-point, Tho current is returned to the generator via an

electrode situated in tho external bathing fluid. The current

thus injected flows along the interior of tho cell with a con¬

tinuous diminution in amplitude because of leakage through tho

membrane. To measure membrane resistance it is necessary to

record the voltage pulse, arising from the passage of current,

at two points along the coll and this may be done by inserting

micro-electrodes at the required points. A schematic diagram of

the experimental arrangements, which are discussed in detail in
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Chapter |y 5 is ehovm in Fig. 5 9 and a set of pulses from a

typical experiment is shown in Pig. 6: *

Hodgkin and Euohton envisaged the cell as an electrical

cable having series resistance, shunt conductance and shunt

capacitance. The equivalent circuit of such a non-inductive,

'leaky1 cable is shown in Fig* 7 « whore the symbols have the

following meanings t x> is the resistance of the internal

medium\ 3*0 is the resistance of the external medium} ejrs is
the capacitance of the membrane} r ia the resistance of

the membrane. All these quantities refer to unit length of

the coll.

If the cable io assumed to have an infinite length then

it can bo shown (Hodgkin and Ruohton, 194-6) that, at time t,

the voltage puleo recorded at a point x resulting from the

passage of a current pulse of amplitude XQ at x « 0? can be
represented by the following equations

The symbols have the following interpretationt .j

v(x^t) ia the voltage expressed as a function of distance x

and time t.

i.e., in a distance equal to 1 v the voltage pulse amplitude

has boon .reduced to l/o of its maximum value.) She theory

A is the space constant-, ('/A is the attenuation constant,



'FIG.5
Sfahematicdiagramofapparatus todeterminemembraneresistance andcapacitance
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FIG.6.Typicalvoltagepulseshapesinamembraneresistanceexperiment
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shows that X is given by?

ri ■ -o/
(2)

is the time constant; defined by « c r f whore c isIII Jii

the membrane capacitance per unit length .and r is the mem¬

brane resistance per unit length.

The error function or probability integral denoted by 4 erf1
is defined bys.

2?o compute membrane resistance one requires only the

steady state (time indopondont) solution which is readily
derived from oqru. ( 1 ) by letting t —oo, and we then

In art experiment„ v and x are measured at two points and XQ
is also measured so using oqn. (3) the remaining unknowns \ .

(rj. 4- rQ) and can be calculated.. If we then use the re la-

Tlio membrane capacitance can also bo determined simul¬

taneously by using the relation 7- « c r^. t Id the time for
the voltage x^uloo to reach a certain fraction, <* cay* .of its

maximum value. can bo computed from oqn. ( *1 ), and its

magnitude depends on the position xt whore the voltage pulse

erf & «

and erirc z. «■ i -erfx.

obtains

v <x) &('?/$( r± * r0)I0 exp (-xA ) (3



. is recorded* Ilodgkin and Rushton tabulate values of the

factor of and it can be seen from their table that may vary

fx^cra G.84 for a voltage probe at tho centre of tho coll to

0*003 for a probe situated at a distance 3 A from tho centre*

For convenience and for comparison.with later work, their

values of a. aro graphed against x/>. in Fig# ( 8 )*
It is obvious from oqn# ( 3 ) that tho assumption of

infinite length la reasonable provided that tho cell length^

is vary much groator than > . For the ncrv© fibres which

Ilodglcin and Huahton used and in fact for most animal fibres

whose resistance has been determined this is indeed the case,

but for plant cello like Hite11a trana1ucens it is by no moans
v

a reasonable assumption# A for those colls is about 3 cm

v/hich Id comparable to the coll half length and the theory
' must bo modified to make it applicable# Several workers

(Weidmann, 194-9* 1952| Williams, Johnston and Dainty, 1964-)
have replaced tho original infinite line modal of Hodgkin and

». ■

Rushton with one in which the coll is regarded as a finite

length of cable terminated by infinite impedances0 Tho steady

state solution for ouch an open-circuit cable can be readily

derived and IsJ . I

2 , sinh X/V

where 1 is tho half length of the cell and the other symbols

have the sane meaning as .before# n
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To tho best of our knowledge only the steady state
\

, solution (eqn* 4 ) has been treated in the literature and

no attempt has been inade to derive the complete time-

dopendent equation for tho finite open-circuit lino., It io

not of course necessary to have this equation in order to

determine membrane resistance* and although it is strictly
v

necessary for the accurate computation of membrane capaci¬

tance there ia bo little interest in the latter parameter

In present day elocbrophyoioloey that presumably no incentive

hao existed for attempting a solution. Bo that as It may,

capacitance can be estimated, in an experiment of this typo,

to an adequate degree of accuracy without invoicing the time-

dependent equation. (Williams et al., 1964). However, In

this chapter, a solution is derived, not merely as a matho-
t

t

matical refinement of the existing theory, or as a means of

estimating membrane capacitance to an unwarranted degree of

accuracy, but because wo believe that there ore other more

important reasons which necessitate having the information
/

available. • 1

Tho first reason concerns one of tho most pussling

anomalies in modern oloctrophysiologye Membrane resistance
1

can be estimated by two methods - (a) directly, by an elect:!

rical experiment ouch as that, outlined above, (b) indirectly,

by using measurements of passive ion fluxes. In this latter

method certain electrochemical theories may bo used to pro¬

vide an equation relating the passive fluxes to the resis¬

tance. There are good reasons for using these theories with
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confidence. Ear example, tho same basic electrochemical

ideas have contributed much to our understanding of the

mechanism of tho action potential, and an another example one

could point to the considerable success these thoorieo have

had in predicting tho relation between renting potential and

ionic concentrations® By and largo, then, there is every

reason to expect good agreement between the direct and in¬

direct measurements of resistance? but unfortunately no such

agreement is obtained* If wo confine oursolves to tho exist¬

ing situation with regard to Hlte 11a trannliicena on which the

moot careful and comprehensive set of experiments has boon

performed, vie find that the directly measured reoiatan.ee is

about ten timos loco than that measured indirectly. It has

boon observed by various writers that such a gross discrepancy
calls for a critical revievi of the existing electrochemical

theories. Equally important, however, is the need to make

certain that the theoretical basis of tho experimental tech¬

niques used is sound* In this respoct ono benefit of the

timo-dopendent solution is that it makes possible a compar¬

ison between experimentally recorded and theoretically compu¬

ted pulso chapes | and ouch a comparison would appear to bo tho
I

best means of chocking that tho finite length, open-circuito

cable model ie in fact an adequate representation of'the
coll* "

£he fact that such no confirmation has been carried

out suggests that the rue do! io held to be a self-evident ono.
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Thore aro however several points hore that require rather •

careful consideration. One such concerno the assumed to la¬

mination - the infinite impedance - which has the advantage

of relative mathematical simplicity, ao well ao expressing

the physical fact that no current must flow out of the cell

at its ends. An open-circuit termination, though, is not

unique in these respects - a cable terminated by its

characteristic impedance is equally simple (in fact, it would

behave as an. infinite line) and it likewise ensures that

there is no leakage of current at the ends* In the former

case all incident power undergoes complete reflection and in

the latter it is completely absorbed. 'There appears to be

no a priori reason for preferring the open-circuit termin¬

ation and in fact the possibility exists that neither is ade¬

quate and that the actual termination is more complex.

Another dubiety about the model concerns the outside

solution which Is normally of high specific resistance.

The current paths from the cell to the outside electrodes

are likely to bo complex and it is possible that the repres¬

entation of the outside solution by a simple string-of
• * \

-resistances (r in the equivalent circuit » Fig. 7) is an \
•

oversimplification. The electrical situation in the outside

solution is further complicated by the position of the ex¬

ternal current electrode. The usual experimental position

oi this electrode, which consists of a Ag/AgCl wire placed

near to and parallel to the cell, is an. asymmetrical arrange-
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Jraent which results in a corresponding asymmetry in the
i

mathematical equations' describing the voltage pulse.

Whether or not these doubts concerning the external experi¬

mental arrangements are in fact of significant importance .

will bo discussed more fully in later sections »» at the

moment we merely wish to stress that they .require checking,

arkL.nga±:a 5s would seem that any significant error result¬

ing from a lack of correlation between the rather complex

external arrangements of an actual experiment and the simple

representation in the equivalent circuit, would bo reflected

in a lack of agreement between calculated and experimentally

recorded voltage pulses* Such a comparison is mado in

Section 3 , Chapter V
Wo mentioned previously that Hodgkin and Rushton were

able to tabulate values of (X for the infinite line.

.For the finite lino as well, values of oL can bo computed

using the time-dependent equation. Those values of oC have

proved to bo very useful in practice, beoauee they afford

. b. moano of chocking the self consistency, of the results of f

...m 'given scxpsriaent. Two voltage pulses are recorded in a

typical experiment, and each pulse has a Value of oC »

Although these d values are quite different for each pulse,

they nhould load to tho same value of T if the results are

consistent. In other words, remembering that ol is equal

to c t» , the two distinct values of oc lead to the samemm *

valuG for tho capacitance. This procedure is illustrated

numerically in Section, 2, ChapterV , and in the same
if
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Chapter values of computed for a range of parameters

are displayed graphically. Eocause the time-dependent

solution is mathematically rather cumbersome to uso as a

quick check, these graphs should prove useful in practice

and should obviate the need for lengthy computation.

It is considered that the foregoing reasons fully

Justify the need for the complete tirce-depondent solution,

and it is derived by two methods in this chapter*? by an

opei'ntional method (Gection 2)„ and by a more physical

argument (Section 5). It is an intrlniscolly interesting

exorcise to show that the solution reduces to well-known

special cases and this is done in Goction h. Such a pro¬

cedure is also a good check on the validity of the solu¬

tion. In Section 5 a study of the steady state.solution

is made and an alte;enatlvo method of measuring membrane

resistance emerges from the analysis. This method has

many of the advantages of using short cells. Goction 6

is dovoted to a consideration of the experimental:arrange-
' roento in the external solution and to the effect that they

have on the theoretical equations * Finally, in Gection 7-,

an attempt in made to correlate the measured membrane j
resistance with various theoretical definitions of resist-

once.
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2♦ DERIVATION OF TIME-DEPENDENT SOLUTION (OPERATIONAL
METHOD)

The fundamental equations which obtain for any trans¬

mission line having series resistance r, shunt conductance

g and shunt capacitance c (all per unit length) ares

" '
. ri - - J>-2 (1)

a x

«r

~'t gv = - |* (2)
h-t & x

v and ± are respectively the voltage across the line and the

current in the series branch, (see Pig. 9 )» When such a
-i

line is taken as a model for studying the electrical proper¬

ties of a cell the quantities r, g5 c, v and i can be
i

easily shown to have the following interpretations:

r is equal to (r^ -f rQ) f where r.. and rQ are respectively the
resistance per unit length of the external solution,,and the

resistance per unit length of the external bathing medium,

g is equal to 1/r^j where rffl is the resistance x unit length
of the membrane. •' . \

cm is equal to the capacitance per unit length of the membrane,
v is equal to the voltage vffl across the membrane caused by
the application of a current pulse of small magnitude.

v is a function of x and t.
m

,

i is equal to i^, the current flowing in the internal medium.

In this section i. will be taken eoual to - i ,x o



—

J?I&.9* Circuit representation of a length dx of a

non-inductive cable with series resistance, shunt
cenduetauce and shunt "oapacitance.
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where i is the current flowing in the external medium,
o °

In terms of these quantities ( I ) and ( Z ) become:

.. -x? ' i

(ri ro^1i s "gT~~ ( 3 )

t>vm vm Sii , A icdiaT * ~~ T~~ ( 4- )OS rrn d xm ii n

„ 2-
At this stage we introduce the parameters A »

r
m

r, + r„l o

and T =s c r . and instead of variables x and t we shall use
m rn

-yr 4-
the dimensionless pair X = ^ and T = —.

Equations (3 ) and ( 4- ) then become:.

fr ■ >; \ * * -
* ' \ \ ' ...

c-it)vm ."X^m c) 'Li
r Bx , v f)

m

Differentiating ( 5 ) with respect to X and substituting

in ( 6 ) gives:
2\ir *%. tr

m o m .

3 X2
V S3 0

m (~r)

( "J ) has to be solved for vm with the initial condition



that a current I is suddenly and.symmetrically caused to

flow at x = 0 and remains constant at that value for ail t

equal to or greater than zero. The boundax*y conditions are

that the impedances are infinite at x ~ -1, the origin x = 0

"being the cell centre. We shall now adopt the methods os

the .operational.calculus and transform ( 5 ) and ( 6 ) by
~Sff

multiplying through by e " and integrating each term with

respect to T from 0 to 00* S is here the Laplace operator,

(5 ) becomes:

- ■ <r. , p )> fi.e-STdI - -?S*8 e-STdt (8).
~ 0 J 1 r

and. ( & ) becomes:

C.5> f e-SIdT + j v._e-STdT . - e"S3!aSr J Bt r J m ■ ' JdK
° m *

(9)

The Laplace transform of a function f(X,T) is given by

/ /• —ST
fQC,T)e dT, and we shall subsequently describe such a

transform hy the following notation:

T(X,h) ' =jrptV-L'Je dT » F(X,S).

Using this notation, ( 8 ) and '( 9 ) become:
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(r.+ro) A H — ~ C\©>

and

Si V (X,0) + Srm + f v = - «-i (U 1T ® 7- in x jn Ay v

Note: (a) In eqn. ( 8 ) "b-ie partial differentiation with

respect to X can "be taken outside the integral sign? "because

the limits are independent of X,

(b) In eqns ( 9 ) and ( // ) the first integration is

performed by parts.
■vste^a^mg.mmw xaasMttts

Eqn. (I! ) can be rearranged .slightly to give:

( til S + ™\v = - "Iti + ts. V (X,0) [ 12 )
r r, • 5x rmS uz )

In this equation, we note that vm(X,0) = 0 (i.e., no voltage
increment at T => 0 or earlier.)

Differentiating ( IO) with respect to X and substituting in

( 12.), we obtain:

•n

■i

-n£v - 0, where n^ « S + 1, (\3 )STL -n2y - — 2
axx -' ^ •

( 13 ) is the transferred second-order differential equation

corresponding to ( 7 )* I'or positive X a solution is:

- •„nX « ~nfv ~ Ae + lie
m
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Tc determine the constants A and B we note that at X = L,

i^ « 0 because tlie impedance is infinite.
■*vmI. « 0 and —=* 0, using ( IO ).

. 1
. b X

This gives B » Ae 2nL, i.e., vm -■ B | en(X " 2L) + ( 14)
To determine Bs we consider the starting condition at X = 0,

and the simplest (but perhaps not the most rigorous) expression

of this is to assume that the current I at X = 0 divides

symmetrically.' (see Pig. 10 )

4

; —> io J * HG 10
_Z L___Xi

.X*o

&v~
dx ""i. o' i

Nov/ « «A(r. + r )±

. ^
C c — — — fcS

IQ
» -A(r^ + r0)-—, as X 1 ( \5 )2

V„ . JUra • -x c ^ ^ x J-
- A ( r. + r ) •£», as X <5®- 0, (16)hi. 1 0 2

The following statement is a standard result of the operational

calculus. If i'(XsT) « c. where c is a constant, then

TTXT^T ~ c « c (step function). Using this result we can
S

re-write ('6 ) as:

l!s is as X 0
, 3x " 2S ' • ( 17 )

!F



i.e., Bn(e"~'~Gk - 1) -
> |ri + ^V1o

2S

B
>(ri + ro)To
2nS(1 - c*~2nL)

vm **
"Mri * ro):Eo / -n(2L - X)
2nS(1 ~2nLye )

\e + e
-nX< (IS.)

>4ri * V^oj cosh n(L ~ X)i
2nS ( sirih nL

It 9)

To find vm(X/f ) we have to find the inverse transform of

?tX,S). As (l9 ) does not resemble any.standard form in

various tables consulted, the following procedure was adopted

Returning to ( *8 ) we re-write it in the form;

v =
m

><ri + ro}Io
2rS

e-n(2L - X) + e-nX

Expanding the last bracket, (1 - e~2n^) , gives;

(1 - e~2nL)

1

,~1

v *
m

%ix + r )I'On. 0 0

2nS
Q-n(2L - X) + e~n(4,L - X). + e~n(6L - X)

+ ernX 4. ' e-n(2L + X) + e-n(4L + X) + e~n(6L + X) _f

(20)
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1 « @ « « I*
>

a Py,q

* 7:7"' o y^0«-n(2kl! « X).fyM
tins lc® 1 xT-0

>n(2kL + X)

( 2! )

Apart from constantst a typical term from this doubly infin¬

ite series isi
. , nf

mat*tfe Q ^
i. (X1 « 2kL A X)

xaS

and
1

•**74 9nS
e .(S 4- D^X1
(s + t)*j(s + D- i

s»* a" » S-

(22)

From tables (Oara lav; and Juoger, vvThe Conduction of Heat in

Bolide) we find a related function whose inverse is given.

This function lot
i

® —SX
3?(X ? B) » ? and its inverse transform?

, '« s SMS - 1)
f(X ,$/» 1b given ass

, 3}
f(X ?rf) « 0

V

q "" erf0 i -Msl •£0 orfc j"«+ 75?
) U/£

'

7 (23)

where erfo( "A ) « 1 - orf( z, )»
•

. \

t j r .

Now if the inverse of If(X ? B) is $(X t (?) the inverse1 of ■

P(x\ S 4 1) la £(x\ 2)orafJ?.
• % the inverse transform of ( 22. )iej

2

•&X - ( Y
e erfc ' -A(y \ V t ,.r *-\>S (•» o *" oli'O { ~iA» >}. <v/

2/£ ( ■ • i 2/i
v/a? J

C 24-7
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*. The inverse transform of vm (that is, v^) is given by:m

v =
m

>Cr± + ro)Xd^
/&OT5i3J6^
K*0

e~(2kL + X)erfc / t, ^ jT
( 2v/T ^
f (2kL + x) _4

-V

2liri * r0)l0y^ e^2kL f X)erfcteH,tJLLVT-
•4 4^L ' I 2# -

X(r± + rQ)I^
K-o

z-p

„v .(210.-X)'
e-C2KL - jqerf0 ^ ___— ^jr,?\p v

C 25)

A (r. + r )Ij1 O 0'^ ^ e^2kL ~ X^erfc f 20. +Jt|
k-o v 2iJ'f ;

( 25 ) is the required solution. Although it looks unwieldy,

one finds in practice that each Series normally converges

rapidly and thus the solution is suitable for numerical work.

\
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5 * AI^ERUATIYK PJSIUVA'IIQK Oil' TIIK fXfppdjEPEKDKIIf
SOLUTION

fX'ho following method of solution gives the name answer

as that obtained in Section Z » hut it gives perhaps a clearer

picture of how tho voltage builds up on the line.

V/o assume that the infinite line solution ia known#

Let it bo v?1 « v(X,T)« A sketch of vm against X for a
fixed moment of time is indicated in Pig. tf.

FIG.lt

° \
'

\ /

//
Consider now a finito line terminated at X = dr. l. \ /

! I
Because tho impedance at these points is infinite, any

»

power incident on tho ends undergoes a phase change of rr *

i#o.» it is simp.T.y reversed in direction and no power is
(

absorbed. It follows that at a given tine T wo can find

the resultant voltage at any point X by sunning up tho

contributions arising from tho doubly infinite number of

reflections (one set from each end), ihc magnitude of tho
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contribution that any particular roflootion makes to the

resultant is given by tne infinite lino voltage at a point

whoso distance from tho origin is equal to tho path length

of tho reflection. E.g, in Fig. N , the primary contri¬

bution is at X and its inagni-
X-0 X-X X=L

'S-

p!ref7<2ction

FiG.lZ

tudo is that of the infinite

line at" point X. The next

contribution is that of a

reflection of path length

2L - X and its magnitude is

that of the infinite lino

voltage at 2L - X, Those

aro indicated in Fig. IE » Fig. 13 shows the two sets of re¬

flections with their path lengths. It can bo seen that thes

lengths form two infinite series:

Set As X, 2L - X, 4L + X, 6L X,

Get B* O, 2L + X, 4L - X, G'L + X, * ,.

or, rearranging theses

Set A* t X, 2b + X, ^j-b + X, G-'j + Xv »**«.«.«
/ v .

Set B11 0, 2b - X, AL - X, 6L - X,

Tho general expression for a path longir.li in Set A' lot
I

2Kb + X, k « 0, 1, 2. • '
and in B* it isI

2Kb - X, k « 1, 2, 3.

Any one reflection in Ae contributes an amount

vk i f •f^2kL + x)t t1} k « 0, 1, 2 • •••
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V

X=-I» X=0 . X=X Xa+L

EIG. 15(b). Schematic diagre.m of reflections and their j
path lengths from left hand node (Set B in text).
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and a reflection in B' contributea on amount

yk = £ {(kL-x),f
where f(X,f) is the value of at (X,2) on the infinite

line

V a
m

«
» & total voltage at X due to all rcflections iot

OJI
r

^

Yik21cL + X), T + VM(2kL - X), <S\
V, J &.?saa^ I

or on. substituting the known values of f y ecjn (. I ), Sec.t.i.

V W
>(r. + r )I e-(2kL ♦ X)

oo p-—~

^ x'i + ro^>IoVQ2kL + X) f (^2kL * [Z\/ Q S GX'XG "" "' " "" " * +/ 1 f
/L

. , V 2ft ' ^ 14

+ ^~^ri* v-y
>(r± + r0)X0^

0-(2fcL - X)erf0
\ ^ A

(o>t Y ^ (2kL — X) r.e(2kL - ' Q2?fC { —«««,. + /f
_ 1 2jT 4

One could sura the 'scries graphically by drawing out

the infinite line solution, cutting out the graph, folding

it repeatedly about X « 1- L, and adding up the ordinates

of all the over-folds at X.
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4. SPECIAL OASES OP THE TirdwhElEPIbJEiT EQUATION

It Id a useful check to compare the solution given in

Ooctions 2 and 3 with knovm solutions for certain limiting

cases.

(i) as L —©0 wo should obtain the IIodgkin~Ruohton solution

for an infinite lino.

As L —*« oo in Gqn«25(s&£2) all terms, except the one for k « 0,

vanish because erfc(e*s?) «« 0.

The two infinite series thus reduce to tho single term?

This agrees with the knovm infinite lino solution (eqn. i ,

Section I).

(ii) If T also approaches oo in (23)5ect2>we arrivo at the steady-
state solution for tho infinite lino, viz?

which in the known form of the steady-state solution for the

infinite line.

> (r;i + ro)Ior

t.1

i .
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(iii) Tho known otoady-Dtate (spatial) equation for the

terminated line should bo given by sotting T « oo in (25) ^ Sect.t.
Doing this wo find:

*\(r. + r_)iA
V I /i, * V#*/ J . (-*

' El ^ *
G~X + G*"(2L * X'- -f e^L * X> +

-(2L - X) A «(4L - x>
9 «*« + o x ' * c % ««**«>$»

>(3^ + rQ)Ic
4

>2 -X/- °>2L *-4I»
Q (1 f G + O ft © <* » 9 Q )

X ( **21*
* 0 « © & v G 10 *r O'(■
/' -: * V -,

)
~X

, X vo + e X
• e

1-0" ■2L

where we have used the identity

1 - e

*\ a , «®2Zf , °-4L -6L
>«=«» w j -{• G 0 -f- e -h *■>•••»«•
"2Jb

?—arranging terras, we have:

V^X.OO) «
>(r, + r )I

r
O' 0

2

o (L ~ X) ML - X)+ o

eJj •> o""jj

>(rt + r0?I0 pogh„(L - X)
Z sinh L
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ca
COGh (1 - x)/*ZVfcr«VXMVAfl!l*aSwMe»»u.*-«v. SSSiSBf»

sinh l/>

(This is tho solution referred to in Section I. (oqn. 4~ )•

(Iv) As L becomes very email we should expect intuitively

that the cable behavea like a simple Il-O combination* The

value of a. appropriate to ouch a circuit io 0*62 and thin

factor should result from tho time-dependent solution on making

L approach zero. Numerical computation shows that this is

in fact the case. In Fig. 04-) values of <X ore plotted as

a function of L for a voltage pulse recorded at X = 0.

It will bo seen that as L > 0, the graph converges to tb

the value kQ.63«. It will also bo observed from tho graph
i "

that as I—'?—0f 0.84. This is the Hodgkin-

Eushton value at X « 0, in tho infinite line.

Note: Per computational purposes it is convenient to re¬

write the tine—dependent solution in a slightly different

form, vis.j

where we have written £,j and for tho infinite series
of eqn. (25)f Sect. Z 5
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The steady-state solution nay bo written in the form,

v(X,00) « 12* (r t t ) °°°h (1 - X)
! 1 0 oinli L

Using this, we can re-writo the tine-dependent solution act

oinh Lv(X/f) » v(X»00)
2 cosh (L « X)

ao c»

£«■ * X
K'O km

ex. ip now given byi

«. «, X&.H-
v(x,oo)

oinh L

2 cosh (L - X)

00 CO

Z£1 + Zr2'
K-o K *|

T-l

v/here^f/j " an<^_f2 are computed for T » 1, * i«o.» t »

/
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ANALYSIS OF THE DUOIM-CELb VllGLU! IQU3E

Tho earlier sections of this chapter have dealt in

soma detail with the theory of a cylindrical cell treated

ao a non-inductive cable. This is the basis of a standard

technique for reoiatanco and capacitance measurements.

•The method, however, is not entirely free from experimental

disadvantages, and this fact has lead some workers to

adopt a simpler experimental procedure which we shall refer

to as the short-cell technique. The basic idea of the short-

coll method is the obvious fact that a very short length

of coll must behave like a simple C-R circuit, i.e., the

compileat ions which arise from the cable-lilce behaviour

must bo negligible for very shoz-t lengths. In practice

this means that one chczild bo able to noaeur-c rvoiaftneo

very simply by taking a short coll, injecting a current pulse

via a micro—electrode and measuring the resulting voltage

(substantially constant along the short length) by moans

of another electrode. The total resistance of the cell mem¬

brane in then given simply by Ohm's law, i.e., voltage/ /

current* Such a technique has the following advantages

over the cable methods

(i) The short-coll method is less harmful to the cell as

it involves tho insertion of only two electrodes, compared

to the throe required in tho cable experiment«

(i.i) Manipulation of the electrodes is made easier <•»
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the cable experiment necessitates the presence of three

pairs of electrodes plus their holders in a relatively

confined space.

(iii) Use of the short-cell method eliminates one com¬

plete channel of recording equipment « 1«a«, a pair of

electrodes* a high impedance pre~ampll£ior» a differential

amplifier and ah oscilloscope.

(iv) The talcing of readings is much quicker and this is

particularly important in the study of resistance changes

when parameters like-temperature, external concentration*

current density* etc are varied.

(v) The method in better suited theorotically to the

'rectification' type of experiment whore one wishes to

study resistance as a function of membrane current. In the

cablo oxporioent, current density is a function of tho

coll length which complicates matters, whereas in tho short-

cell method tho current is effectively constant ovor the

short length.
' (vi) Calculation of resistance from the experimental

data la greatly simplified.

Several variations of the short-cell technique have /
1 /

been reported in tho literaturej for example, Firidlay • • j.'
(1959)» Hope and Walker (1961), have measured tho membrane

resistance of Nitella and Churn colls, using lengths short

enough to make any correction for cablo-llko properties

unimportant. Walker (i960), Findlay (1962), Hope and
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Walker (1961) have measured membrane resistance$ using

short colls, but applying a correction factor. Oda (1961)
has used a technique in which a short length of a normal

long cell io electrically isolated in the centre compart¬

ment of a three-comportment bath. Those methods woro

tried In our laboratory, but were not found to bo entirely

satisfactory for our purposes. For example, using short

colls, we measured cevoral resistances for hitella which

woro somewhat doWer than the normal values obtained from

experiments on long cello, using tho cable theory. Gome

doubts were thus raised about the validity of assuming that

parameters measured for euoh young cello are comparable to

those for more mature, longer cello on which tho majority

of work has boon performed. Again, it wao found difficult

to obtain an adequate supply of suitably short colls - at

this stage a length of 2 cm* wao adopted aa a somewhat

arbitrary maximum length for this kind of experiment.

The three-compartmcnt technique was also given a

tried and resistances of the usual order of magnitude were

obtained* However, it woo considered that the insulation

achieved between compartments was not entirely satisfactory.
!

It was also noted that rather caroful bath design was /
I /

necessary to allow manipulation of electrodes In the re¬

stricted central compartment.

It wao decided at thin stage to analyse tho short-

coll method theoretically, first, to make on estimate of
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i

what coll length could: in fact bo tolerated. In this typo

of experimentj and, secondly, to investigate the possibility

of finding a simple correction factor which could bo applied

to a reasonably long, mature coll used in a 'quasi-short-

coll' experiment. The penult of thin analysis was reward¬

ing as it was found that tho resistance of long(v^cGlls
(up to 10 cm) could bo measured with high accuracy using

only ono(cT)voltago electrode, and applying Ohm ' n Lav; -

providod that the voltago probe is inserted at a critical

distance of 0^-21 from the centre-, 1 being tho half-
I

length. Shis result is derived below.

Suppose a current pulso of amplitude X'0 is injected
into a coll at tho centre and a voltage pulse of amplitude

V is recorded at distance x, Tho coll .may havo any length.

Tho steady-state solution relating Y and 1 isi•k. O

y? I
v m rao cosh(l - :-)/> (p-
x oinh l/ 'A

Suppose, further, that wo decide to use Ohm's Law to cal¬

culate the resistance j v/e then call uhc ratiOjV^/I^ x area,
the coll membrane resistance (referred to unit area, i.o.,

ohms-cm^). We shall denote this ratio by R^, and call it
the measured resistance. Tho true resistance, however, is

given by R^ wrrDr^, whovo D is tho coll diauiotor, and rm
io tho unit length resistance (ohm-cm) appearing in tho

steady state solution given above, (oqn, 1 .),
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Rg-arranging oqn* i and substituting R for

we have t ,

Vx rm. 2 ir B1 cooh (1 _ x)^
• c_ 7T iJx 64 " '• "" " "" ■■ "*"" 1 f

-A> 2 X oinh I/a

i«e«f R ' » H — (_ Z )m x Dlnh 1/x e

The measured resistance H * la thus related to the true
HI

*

resistance Rm toyi

R
in

6 « lc&n j where k ^ ^ slab. 1/A

Lcoah (L « X) /iv«.!M**WartMW*W>MhMW»WWW»»MWMll III Willi1 \ J J

Sinh It

'
■ ' ' \

I

. i ■
' ■ ■ • \ t I

J /
The quantity k is a correction factor and the eanient way

to investigate it in to work out numerical valueo of k

for a range of values of L and X. Such computations are

displayed graphically, (soo Rig*15), and it iney be soen

from those graphs that at the point X « G*4-2L, lc is unity
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and ronarlcably insensitive to A over a wide ranee.

The camo conclusion can bo deduced algebraically,
and the argument follows*

k .(1A)
sinh 1/A

If (1 «* x) and 1 aro not too largo then v/e can expand tho

cosh and oinh retaining only terms up to tho third power.
>
< .

(°\ ~

cosh (1 - x)/> « 1 + * * *■" *
2X2

«

•,

and, M

oinh l/> «(l/h)

If k is to bo unity-; then.

6 A3

r~- cosh w ainh
A > A

\
i
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2 6

X • » 0,421 c 4 )

The accuracy of the method in a given experiment can

be readily coon from the graphs| to talce ti specific examplo,

suppose 1, tho half-lengths io 3 cm, and a is not lenown

accurately, but is knovm to lie between 6 cm. and 2 cm.

The corresponding values of L are 0*5 and 1»5. From the

graphs, tho correction factors at the point X ■» 0.421 are

unity and 0.98 respectively for the limits 1> « O.f?

and L « 1.5. Tho maximum error is thus 2#, and would of course

bo loss if a better estimate of > woro available.

Contrasting this method with the cable-theory technique,

wo see that it has mat of the advantages enumerated at tho

beginning of this section, but it does not load to a deter¬

mination of X as does the cable method. This is not impor- /

tant with a cell like Kite11a transluccnp 9 which has boon

carefully studied, and for which > in known to a sufficient

degree of accuracy. For the study of an unknown species,

however, the cable method would have to be used to determine

?x , at least in the preliminary stages of the investigation.



The two methods are time complementary.

Finallyj it should be mentioned that the capacitance

can alee bo determined oimultanoouoly in this method.

The appropriate value of <&. needed for the computation of

capacitance can be found from the time-dependent solution.
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6. ffHI'- EFFECT OF jgllK FXTFRilAL SOLUTION

It has already boon mentioned in the introduction to

this chapter that the representation of the external medium

by a simplo chain of resistors, r , in the equivalent

circuit, would appear to bo at-best a first approximation

to the situation actually obtaining. It was there suggested

that if the oversimplification involved were serious then this

would be refloated in a lack of aeroomout between a theore¬

tically computed and an experimentally rocorded, voltape

pulse. In this section however it is proposed to consider

the effect of the external medium and its circuit represen¬

tation from another point of view.

It is customary in an experiment to place tho external

current electrode (Ag/AgCl wire) close to and parallel to

tho coll. This arrangement is intrinsically asymmetrical

and the corresponding equivalent circuit is presumably that

of Fig. 16 . Tho solution discussed in previous sections,

however, implicitly assumes a symmetrical arrangement in

which the current oilers tho cell and is collected externally
i

in the central plane. The equivalent circuit of this •sym¬

metrical arrangement is shown in Fig.He. To realise this

in practice an arrangement like that in Fig, 17bmight be used.

The current electrode is he.ro placed perpendicular to the

cell in tho centre piano. This, of course, is only ono
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FIG. 16(a). Suggested equivalent circuit of asymmetrically
placed Ag/AgCl wire in external solution.

FIG. 16(b). Experimental arrangement with Ag/AgCl wire
parallel to cell. (Asymmetrical arrangement).
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IG. 17(a). Suggested equivalent circuit of symmetrically
laced Ag/AgCl wire in external solution.

PIG
pi

•^sAA/*

.

VI

PIG. 17(b). Experimental arrangement with Ag/AgCl wire
symmetrically placed.
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arrangement possessing a degree of symmetry - a circular

coil of wire.encircling the cell at the centre would be

another arrangement possessing even more symmetry*

The objective in mind when the parallel wire arrange¬

ment is used in the reduction of r , the external solu-
o

tion resistance, to a low value. Ac r is a rather ill-

defined parameter it naturally seems desirable to reduce

it as much as possible. If v/o compare the parallel wire

arrangement with, the symmetrical arrangement it is clear

that the former does imply a much smaller resistance bccauc

the current path lengths are much shorter. It is however
v

still necessary to check that r has in fact been reduced"
. o

to an extent which makes its effect negligible and it is

also necessary to ensure that no undesirable complications

arise in the theory because of the asymmetry*

Given that the two circuits of Fig. 16a and Fig.ll7Q

are reasonable circuit representations of the experimental

arrangements of Fig. 16 'b and Fig. 17"b respectively, we can

attempt to compare them theoretically.

For the symmetrical solution we have the steady state

solution already quoted
I *

v » Io!rr/1''l * go>K cosh (1 - xW
m Z i , sinil l/l

In deriving this solution wo make use of the symmetry to

obtain e very easy current condition, i»oKt the current
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injected at x » 0 splits equally between the two halves of

the lino. The corresponding condition for the asymmetrical

line is not oo easily deduced. One has to start with a

basic transmission line equations

whore the + and •» signs denote the right and left hand sides

of.the. cell respectively* The limit of this quantity as

x 0 is then found. The imposition of this condition is

the counterpart in the symmetrical case of the statement that

the current divides equally. Apart from this more complicated

procedure the derivation of the steady-state solution for

the asymmetrical case follows the same general lines as that

fox" the symmetrical case; omitting the rather lengthy alge¬

braic manipulations wo find that v is given by:

and to form the quantity ( 3 v / 3 x)? - ( 3 v / 3 x)

_ ^ i sinh x/a
cosli l/7<

(for the right hand side)
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vt * ———G-fL —-——• coohVl//O - r /r A cosh (1 h- x)/x
2 sinh l/> cosh lA V 0

(for the hand aide)

First of all we note that if rQ is very small (r —-*~0)
each of the equations given above reduces to the symmetrical

solution* It thoroforo follows that the use of the asymmet¬

rical experimental arrangement and the application of the

symmetrical steady state solution in handling the results

of such an experiment is only justified if r is very small.

Is this in fact true for a Hitolla cell immersed in A.P.W.?

Williams, Johnston and Dainty-(1964) argued that it was.

Their argument is based on the assumption that the vacuolar

cap is effectively a simple salt solution of known composi¬

tion and hence of known resistance in. Using the symmet¬

rical steady-otate equation one is able to find the quantity

(r^ + r0) employing information obtained from a typical
membrane resistance experiment. Williams ot al#found this

value to bo 11*7 kilohms/cm. On the other hand their esti¬
mate of r^ for the measured ionic composition was 11.8 .

kilohns/cm.. Hence it follows that rQ must indeed be negli¬
gibly small. Tkoir argument is convincing and we had only

a shade of doubt in accepting it. Tho point that made us

doubtful was the appearance of the vacuolar streaming under

a microscope. The streaming current aarrioc along -with it
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numerous microscopically visible particles and one is led

to speculate that if they carry electrical charge, the

electrical properties of the vacuolar sap might bo consider¬

ably modified. Therefore, with this in mind, we measured

r. directly by a method described in the chapter dealing

with experimental results. It suffices to state hero that

the measured values of r^ agreed very closely with those
estimated 'by Williams, Johnston and Dainty. In view of this

it socms quite permissible to accept that r is negligibly

small and to use the symmetrical steady state solution to

handle results. It was considered worthwhile, however, to

stress hero the effect of asymmetry because it is not

difficult to envisage an experiment where it might have to

bo token into account. For example, the K and Ua concentra¬

tion of standard A.P.W. is roughly eight times higher than

the loch water which forms the natural environment of ITitolIa.

It would seem to be a useful and interesting experiment for

the future to study this cell on \which so much worlc has

been performed, under natural conditions. rQ in ouch
an experiment might well be appreciable and one would either

I
have to use the asymmetrical equation or to arrange the j

. i ■ i
I I

experiment so that the current wire was symmetrically ; ' '

placed.

There is yet another point concerning our model of the

cell that merits discussion. Strictly speaking, the cable

model should be treated as a three-dimensional problem,

although v;o have followed the normal practice in assuming
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that a one-dimensional treatment is adequate. Clark and

Plonscy (1966.) have however made a mathematical evaluation

of the core conductor model taking its three dimensionality

into account, and they conclude that the one dimensional

model usually considered is a good enough approximation for

internal but not for external parameters. They point out

that the slcovmoss of the curront lines in the external solu¬

tion means that both radial and axial components of the

external current exist* The presence of these radial compon¬

ents invalidates one of the basic equations on which the

theory rests, i. e», the relation v*>/dk a *":^0r0 becomes
dubious. This, they surest, may have serious effects unless

external isopotentiality exists. , We have effectively stated

in the preceding discussion that a current wire placed para¬

llel and close to a Nitclla cell in A.TM7. doos in fact pro¬

duce a state of approximate isopotontiality outside. The

analysis of Clark and Plonsey however reinforces our warning

that difficulties may well arise in situations where ico-

potcntiality docs not exist.
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7 • nSMBRAKE RESISTANCE Tilt-:ORtTICAhhl . DbPlHEl) 5
Aid)

t ITS RBLATIOI? TO MEASURED RESIKgALICE

Ono night expect that tlie electrically measured

membrane resistance is a quantity which should arise natur¬

ally in a theoretical context. However, there arc several

ways in which resistance can be theoretically defined and

surprisingly enough, none of these is in general equivalent

to the quantity measured in an electrical experiment.

It is therefore relevant to discuss here some of those defini¬

tions and to investigate their precise relationship to the

measured resistance. The starting point for most of this

discussion is the flux equation. A study of Gibbs' collected

works (1905) reveals that he was well aware of the implica¬

tions of the flux equation in considering the concept of

resistance in diffusion barriers. In modern electrophysiology

the flux equation has boon so widely used in discussing

resistance that the following list of references is necessar¬

ily selective % Toore11 (1953 )»Hodgkin and Katz (19^9),

(Hodgkln and Huxley (1952); Hope and V/alker (1961);Dainty
(1962); HacRobbio (1962); Einkelstoin and I-lauro (1963).

• i I

The following dioausoion is an attempt to set out and correlate

some conclusions which may not bo generally realised.

(a) To avoid tho secondary complications which cable

theory introduces we shall consider a short cell for which

the measured resistance is
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H **
lix

■V - V ' a vo
a CD

J - J A J
o

where V io the renting potential and V in the new poten¬

tial arising when a current of density A J io pacood through,

the membrane. JQ is the passive current flowing in the
renting state« ' CDhis definition of resistance in terms of

the finite quantities A V and A J may in practice bo taken

equal to tho limiting value, oV/3 J, as J " 9 ■ 0, if A J

io very small, ±.e», so small that no rectification can bo

observed when its polarity is revelled. Alternatively, if

rectification io still important even for very small A J}

then the A V, •»AJ graph inay bo plotted and its slope at the

origin gives c) V/ d J.

(b) A fundamental definition of resistance arises

from the flux equation, which for univalent ions, has the

form

(2c for anions)

(3)

Defining tho individual current densities by *.h «* F21.
J V

and « ~£Mk tho total current is

cT 43 t X. <3 . )



whore 0. w)u.,c^ and C, «) u,c,_.0 Y ^ w ic l-J k k
Rearranging and integrating from outside to insido given

» - ^out - * /Vs— t S3 f
cut •'■ (C^. 'I'O j„ ^ u.,t Oj ''■ ^lz

(4-)
P

1/2? (C.. + 0V) ia the resistivity of the ionic solution and

honce /*<d>y/F*(C- + Cj) is the ohmic resistance of unit area
of the membrane. Vie shall denote it by Eg and wo shall
dofino the other integral as the diffusion potential V-p s i.c

\
'in

K5} r au , - y ;
n//r, «a (OJ

' 7? J P j. P
" &J + C'lc

Tho diffusion potential is therefore the potential aero

a niombrano or a diffusion layer when scro current is flowing.

This is the normal state of affairs with an artificial mem¬

brane or a liquid junction, when no external current is passed

In fact the relation V « **ffd Od +cO is equivalent
to the definition usually given in thermodynamics texts,

its more familiar form in terms of transport numbers is read¬

ily obtained by using tho woll-known relation between rnobili-
i >

ties and transport numbers.

In dealing with a living cell, tho assumption J « 0, io

often adopted. This implies that any metabolic transport

contributes nothing to tho current and hcnco tho nott passive-
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current must bo zero for the maintenance of a steady state.

However, the possibility of a nott passive current cannot

be overlooked so for generality the assumption J « 0 will

not be made at present* Ibis does not contravene steady

state requirements;-if J / 0 then olectrogenic pumps can bo

postulated to maintain the steady state*

Wo shall denote conditions in the resting state by the

su££ix o{ so that -r ■ J

vo " 3oh *Vso :
If the passage of an external current & j results in a new.

membrane potential V +AV wo can writeo

AV/AJ « IiD + J ( dpt])/AJ) + (aT-j/A* j)
Nov; hp and V ^ are both functions of tho current J, so

^ and (at^/A J j do not vanish, Physically this
means that an external current causes a change in potential

and a shift of concentration profiles across the membrane.

(Those profile changes affect the value of the integrals

defining and y- ^, the integrands being concentration
dependent , In equation. ( 6 ), AV/AJ Id the measured reels-

tanco so in general E / (This is rather disconcert¬

ing because there is no doubt that R^ ao defined is tho true
ohmic resistance of the membrane X v «jUO Cl0 0 "LITu G ci to be homo¬

geneous. No simplification results from considering limit¬

ing values instead of finite ratios - in the limit tho

ratios and have the form 0/0 which may not bo zero.

Equation ( Ar ) oan be represented by tho equivalent circuit
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FIG. 18. Equivalent circuit of membrane from equation (4)

FIG. 19. Equivalent circuit of membrane from equation (?)•

m
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Of Rig. ( 18 ), It has been stated that if tho membrane is

homogeneous,, is tho real ohmio resistance of tho medium.

This must bo so because the definition of involves tho

resistivity, 1/F^CO^ + 0,„), i.e., a function of all the ionic
concentrations and mobilities* Only for a homogeneous phase

is this correct*. If the membrane wore not homogeneous one

could still use tho equation and the corresponding circuit,

but has now no real physical meaning in terns of membrane

properties, Tho point is of sorao importance and wo shall

return to it later1*

(o) An alternative treatment of the flux equation gives

rise to very well-known J-V relations and to a very
v

extensively used equivalent circuit. Whereas in (b) the indi¬

vidual ionic currents v/oro summed before integration, on alter¬

native approach is to integrate for each ionic species sopor-

r f
r i
(°j) j_n

ately* Tho result for each ion is

s

.. ..W M •—

a2C
A. prnex! la

OUt" Ell U..C.;•J O 0 ) V°tj ^out
+ v

(7)

or " G3(v *" V
where g ., the ionic conductance, is defined by,

6. 1/ u:

u «J u

? and E . u In

^3?

^crPin
<ti0:pout

(8)

Tho suffix p now refers to either an anion or a cation* Those

..relations give rise to an oquivalont cirouit^ Pig, (is ), very
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widely used to study membrano transport, notably by Ilodgkin

ot al. •. Tho total current £ J*., is given by

J" ( ?.Gyf ~ kCSjE-j) (3)

bo that ■ a(Sg,)v K^g^e.,)

She quantity on tho loft is tho measured conductance G and

( XgJ is the equivalent circuitconductance G_,» it follows
j j n.

that G_ is not in general equal to G„, and neither isHi lit

Gj> equal to 1/h^. Shis again is rather surprising and per¬
haps not widely appreciated. In (b) v/o remarked that

has a physical significance only if the membrane is homogenoou

Here wo note that G^. has a physical meaning only if the
membrane consists of pores or channels selective for each ion.

The individual g.'s arc defined as '/ fdx/pVicj > and 1/Ii,£"u..c..<J j J / V J
is tho resistivity of a single ion in solution. The forma¬

tion of tho sum(Zq^implies that wo are considering a 'parallel
array of such resistances. This is faithfully portrayed in

the equivalent circuit but only for a selective membrane does

the equivalent circuit give the correct total conductance.
• /

Indeed v/o can generalise this statement and say that there

is no unique way of selecting an equivalent circuit to,, repre¬

sent the membrane behaviour. Several choices are available,

and although all of them may give the correct potential for

a given current, it must be stressed that tho choice of a
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particular circuit carrion with it an assumption regarding

tlio membrane structure. In other words care must bo taken

not to- ondov/ with reality quantities uhicli arise in a purely

formal, mathematical context, unless a strict correspondence

can be established between the mathematical formulation and

the physical structure*
i

(d) Another approach to the theoretical concept of

resistance is made possible by the use of the flux ratio

equation referred to in Chapter XX $ Section 2 , viz

(H.).
IfOlH, a ( U .f)orp» -* ( u ( W ) '

N
3 oat

i

The equation may bo derived by considering tho transport in

each direction of a labelled ionic species. Alternatively

it may be considered as a corollary of the kinetic flux

equations. Ussing (1919 ) and Teorell (19+9 ) asod it independ¬

ently and it is '-.often associated with their names. The

equation is of wide generality, the only restriction boing

that it applies to independent.passive ionic movement, and

because of its generality it has been widely applied as a test

of passive (or active) transport. Another important use of the

equation lies in the- fact that it forms a bridge between two

important types of experiment - electrically measured membrane

resistance determinations and isotopic flux.studies. To demon¬

strate this link we differentiate (n ) to give .
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/

/A (II .).. A(I"I.*)nll4- \ r
HT i -———— — srj £ J? J ( y, . — y, . )

\ (II.) . (M.) . j ■ 3 1 GUt r -n\% l}' J OU'G I
a S..FAV (12)

u

Roarranging and summing, all the ion currents given ,

~

^—s "? 7 Z . i< V—»Z-l2l?2,. s . V..
*T"~1 el 5*21 3JW /.. t. ' prr\ u / y /" f.T ^j i j > j ^XJ* j j \ idour-

_> (, A£!£s«2) (15)Ay 111 ^ o J A~<\ OJ y Y

The quantity on the left is the measured conductance G- .
v. ni

If wo denote the first term on the right hy Gp, we have,
g. - r. V^Ala0t)ont ,T \ (14)

m
G ~> • v Myout j \f ZA Av oj)

is not in general equal to any of the conductances

previously defined. If the last term on the right hand

side of (14-) were zero, one would have a very simple .re¬

lation between measured resistance and measured influxes.

However only in special circumstances is this so.

(e) We have now considered a somewhat mixed array of

resistances, none of which in general is equivalent to the

quantity measured. There is however at least one special

case which results in some simplification. Suppose we ass¬

ume (i)that J and (ii)that only ions of the same sign
U

(and valency) are of interest. These arc not unrealistic

assumptionstbeing frequently used in practice. The first im-
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spiles that the metabolic contribution to the current is

zero, iiGe, the ion pumps ure neutral} and the second im¬

plies that ions of the opposite sign arc either relatively

Impermeable or arc In electrochemical equilibrium* Consid¬

ering first of all equation (6), which related H and En,
A % .it will bo noted that the term J. ——• is zero as a con-

0

sequence of (i)* Further, the integral defining

reduces to (WSl/S) ® bocauoe
Oil

of (ii)» ±»e«, Op, « 0. Xn other words, y^. is a function
of the boundary concentrations only, so that J) »»G.
Hence R..„ » R«.xa d !

Agal considering equation (14) relating Gffl and G^,
it may bo shown that & ln(fl, )ou^ do the same fox* ions of
tho same sign* It may be therefore talcen outside the summa¬

tion sigi to give ln(H^)oU^. 0 Xhis term is now
zero because of (i)» Ilonco G » G^.

Ho obvious simplification however results from apply¬

ing these restrictions to equation (10) relating Gm and Gg.
There are at least two potential applications of these

relations. First, they can be used to tost tho general

validity of our ideas and theories concerning membrane trana/
' I

port. For example, influx measurements can be inserted in-/
i

to (14) to find G.-,, and the result compared with G„„« theU iii -

electrically measured conductance. Secondly, tho relations

open up tho possibility of making some deductions about tho

membrane ercrucGure. Suppose the true ohmio resistance of the

mombraiiti coaxd be measured. From what has been said,it is
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i
\

clear that this Quantity Is what would be measured In an

electrical experiment if the. ionic profiles across the mem¬

brane did not change* Finkelatein and Hauro (1965) suggested

that in principle this quantity might be measured by applying

either a very short pulse of current, or a rapidly alternate

. Ing currant and noting the resulting voltage change» This
. ingenious idea which aims at measuring the resistance before

the ionic profiles have time to change in' somewhat invalidated

by the disregard of membrane capacitance* Unless the

•relaxation time' of the profile changes is very small com-

eared to the time constant ( T « 0r:IL.).? this method would• 13 fli r
I

not work. In passing, it is interesting to speculate hot'?

ouch of the capacity normally measured is due to this effect.

Bo that as it may, if the true ohmic: resistance .could be
• t

measured, it could for example bo compared with Gp can
be found experimentally from isotopiie flux measurements com¬

bined withimembrane potential and concentration :measuromontse

•(Each *» sBI14/(1f **■ '^-0-j) *) Agreement between /those quan¬
tities would indicate la selectively porous structure.

> - Finally wo note that explicit .expressions for Ra, Ejj,
an£'"^fj can be .obtained if the flux equation is _. /

intograblo* For example, using the Goldman asGumption, all
these quantities con be determined no functions of the membrane

potential dnd boundary concentration®*' • 1

■ -;l 1' } «; wr,
■ V \ ' I

s rt 'I .<
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IV APPARATUS

r> •

'

/ •

1» INTRODUCECRT

A schematic diagram of the apparatus is shown in

Pig« 5 « flamy of tho units comprising tho equipment are

now available commercially and tho operation of ouch units

will not be described in detail* We shall? rather, re~

strict detailed discussion to parts of the equipment which,

are not so readily available, and to operational features

which have a special interest*

The equipment consists basically of a current pulse .

generator, which injects a rectangular pulse of current

into the cell via a aicro-olectrode, the current being

collected in tho outer solution by means of a Ag/AgOl wire*

Tho voltage pulse arising from the injection of current is

recorded at two points along the cell# At each point a

micro-electrode is inserted into the cell, and the volt¬

age pulse appearing between this internal electrode and a

similar electrode placed.in tho outside solution is recorded
j

by a channel comprising a ore-amplifier, an amplifier /
\' !

proper, and an oscilloscope* The component parts of the /
assembly described hero in such brief outline are discussed

below in some detail.
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2* ELECTRODES

V /
/

Apart from the external current electrode all elec¬

trodes used were glass ralcro-eloctrodos» the use and prei>or¬

ation of which is oo well known that it goemu superfluous ,

to repeat it here* nUaotuk (1964)"has given a"detailed and

useful discussion of the preparation and properties of

glees micro-electrodes» It is relevant to mention hero that

the micro-electrodes used for plant cell work ore of necess¬

ity more' robust than those used in animal physiology. The

plant physiologist has the additional difficulty of requir¬

ing that'1 his olectrddes are robust enough to penetrate the

jiant cell wall and yet are still thin enough to prevent* ex¬

cessive 'diffusion of tho olectrodd solution, (In cur experi¬

ments, this consisted of a 3 M solution of KOI), A typical

electrode for plant bell studies lias a tip din'metex'' of "%/*-
and a resistance of about 5" Hogohmo. Although diffusion

of the raicro-eloctrcd© solution into the vacuole is poten¬

tially a' more serious problem in plant electro-physiology

than in animal electro-physiology,.' calculation shows that j
the effect is not significant for experiments of less than /

, '

6-12 hours1 duration, Dr B.R. Malcolm of thin depart¬

ment hasmsuggested that if diffusion from the electrode

tip wore !significant- it should be visible using a Schlicren

optical arrangement. Ila looked at' the tip of a typical

electrode with its tip immersed inidistilled water and no
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diffusion could be detected using Schlicren optics, (This.
tl

bears out experimentally the theoretical conclusion that
n * *

diffusion is not a serious problem*
i

It is a simple matter to measure the resistance of

an electrode no a check on its suitability. Nastuk (1964)
and Donaldson (1958) describe suitable circuits. Wo meas¬

ured several electrode resistances In each batch as a check

on • our preparation techniques.' With experience however the

suitability of an electrode can be readily (judged by the

time taken for the tip to fill when immersed in distilled

water.
• I M ; ! V •

The liquid (junction potential of an electrode filled

with 3 KOI is negligibly email fi'om theoretical consider*-

ations. • Tip potentials described by Adrian (1956) are

rather more uncertain. They can arise fox* example by the

adherence of heavily charged molecules to the narrow tip in

its passage through the coll boundaries. Dainty and Hope

(1959) have also drawn attention to transient potentials

which can arise in boundary layers adjacent to the negat¬

ively charged coll wall.- Wo also occasionally found that

another artefact appeared in our experimentst the magnitude

of which is often great enough to cause considerable error-\ ■
i

• I

in the measured resistance. This spurious potential mani¬

festo itself as follows. Before inserting o, voltage

electrode the potential difforcnce between it and the other

member of the voltage measuring pair is recorded with belli

electrodes in the external medium and placed with .their
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tips very close together. ODhio potential difference io

normally soro, showing that if a liquid Junction or tip
i

potential exists, then they aro the sumo for each electrodee

If now a current puis© is passed through the coll then

quite frequently a voltage pulso is recorded between the

two electrodes in the outside solution* The reason for

this potential io rather pussling «* it did not appear to

be eapaeitativ© pick-up, for example, because the recorded

pulse had rectangular leading and trailing edges* Shore

likewise appeared to be no obvious reason why any signi¬

ficant resistive potential difference could arise between

the two points in the solution oo closo together* It was

also noted that this spurious potential persisted even after
4

the insertion of one of the electrodes into the coll* In

other words, the recorded voitag© pulse is the sum of the

true pulso and the aprrioua B.C. potential* Fortunately,

this artefact is measurable by observing the pulse on an

expanded time scale. (The Toktronlx Oscilloscope used has

facilities for expanding the time scale.) 'fho nature of

this artefact io perhaps more easily appreciated by study¬

ing the diagrams of Fig.20« V /
Occasionally, the artefact amounts to 10$ of a ] /

i

normal pulse amplitude. It is usually more pronounced with

the voltage recording nearer to tho coll centre* It should

be noted that as a normal pulse has an initial nteop riso

. time, the artefact may easily be overlooked, unless one

taken the precaution of studying tho pulse on an expanded
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time seal®.

Electrical connection from on electrode to the ex-
V

ternal circuit vta& made by Ag/AgCl wires. Electrodes

were mounted in Peropex holders which wdre in turn attached

to manipulators. Penetrating electrodes require a smooth

Pino manipulator* and modified microscope movements were

Pound to bo suitable. External reference electrodes need

only be attached to simple Jointed clamps.

The external current electrode was 1 am. diameter

Ag/AgOl wire$ which is a reversible electrodef free from

polarisation «• at least tor the small currents used in our

experiments»

• *'

2. ffKE OURREKtg CIRCUIT ■

A typical current pulse was rootangular in shape with

a height of about 0.25 A A and duration Q<3 seconds, with a

repetition rate of about one pulse per second. It is how¬

ever desirable to have all these features continuously

variable within certain limits. For example, the pulse

amplitude should cover the range 0 - 3/<"Aj the pulse dura-
' i

tion 0 - 1*0 secondsj and the repetition rate, 0-10

pulses per second, These limits would be adequate for tho

majority of experiments. In addition, the pulse must be

rectangular, or nearly eo? in the oonso that ita;r leading
i

and trailing edges must have a rise time very much smaller
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than any rise time of interact in the measurements. The

amplitude of tho ourront pulse must also remain constant,

i.e., it should he unaffected by any change in tho load

he which the current la supplied{ the load in this cane

comprising micro-electrodes and coll. The puloe generator 1

must in fact bo a constant current source. Such a source

can be easily made by including & series .resistance in the
n p n

currant circuit, high enough to mako any changes in load

resistance insigrffleant. More specifically, the load resis¬

tance, which is effectively the electrode resistance, may bo

some 10 Megohms„ To' ensure constancy of current to

when the'load Changoh by,10# (changes greater than this ore

Highly unlikely) the'1 sories rosistance should bo about

"100 Megohms* . Such a"1 high resistance however requires a

high source voltage ^ in fact to pass a current of 3 micro«

arapo, pOO volts would be needed. A pnlso generator supply-
. /1 n h

ing voltages of this", amplitude would be unduly expensive ~

and not really necessary. A normal generator with a pulso

amplitude of a few volts can be used to switch a relay,

which in turn switches a yOO volt dry battery. Any fraction
of this 30r■ volt pulsed supply eon?then bo tapjiod off by a

potentiometer and used to drive current through tho cell.
» / I

This was'the general>scheme1 used in our experiments.

Referring to the diagram in Fig. 2(/the puis© generator used

was a Regard Rouble irulso Generator Model PG £0020. This
>> 11

instrument supplies pulses continuously variable in ampli¬
tude . in the rang® of 8 a? to 30 Vi1 The pulse'width covers'
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the wide range 0*1 Msec. to 1 see . and tho pulse repetition

frequency can .bo' varied over a range much greater than one
v<t

would over need fox* such experiments * Tho Instrument also

supplies a pre-puls© suitable for triggering an. occillo-

scope. Tho roley>switched by the Hagard, was a Carpenter

type. • In its open position a Voltage^IVjq in fig. Z\ ? is
available to drive current through tho cell. Yp^, is tho
fraction of the total voltage derived from dry batteries •

A Mulrhead potentiometer was found to bo very satisfactory

fox* tapping off the" voltage. A reversing switch S, to

change the polarity"' of the current * is a useful addition to
the circuit. v»c drives current through avseries circuit
comprising the high1 series resistance the" micro-

oloctrode& Br< * the cell, the external electrode and tho

small series resistance R0 (2 kilohms). The voltage dorivod
Cm.

from tho latter can" bo displayed directly on an oscilloscope

and calibrated irt terms of current if Up is known accurately.
Rp in our oxperimorits was a Hulrhead Potenticmotor. A Tek¬
tronix Dual Boam Oscilloscope (typo 5o2 ) was "used to measure

tho curront pulse.r In fact, thid' oscilloscope was used for

all rocbiddings and^ls without doubt tho most 'satisfactory /
model for electro-physiological work. Tho current pulse j
should also bo stable «* this really dopon&s on tho quality

of tho rgenorator arid of tho oscilloscope* Ho stability

problojao wore encountered with tho instruments mentioned.
1 |i , ;1 • • : '

fv it .
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^ VQffPAGE PULSE llBABUGEIiBbT

j
She voltago pulso arising frora the passage of currant

must bo measured at two points along the call# At each

point a pair of raicro-olectrodos Is needed - one inserted

into the cell and oho placed in the external solution clone

to the point of insertion. She voltage pulse at the elec¬

trodes is applied to a differential pro-amplifier, then to
; I I

an amplifier proper and finally displayed on an oscilloscope.

Tho following points should bo homo in mind when designing
or selecting tho units comprising this voltage recording

channel#
i

(i) Fox* high accuraoy the Input resistance of tho pre-

amplifier stage must bo high compared with tho load reois- •

banco# In a typical experiment on a Hftclla coll, tho

total membrane resistance is about ICG kilohms. For 1$

accuracy, then, tho input impedance of tho preliminary

stage must be at loast 10 Ilegolxras and preferably much higher.

A cathode follower circuit is a ^convenient way of attain-

, / ing this high figure«

(11) Tho puloo shape at the electrodes should be undistorted

by the pro-amplifier and tha amplifier# This implies that /
| /

1 low input capacity is essential. A suitably designed

cathode follower circuit cuts down tho input capacity to a

large extont and we did not find it necessary to use a cir¬

cuit employing food-back to compensate for input capacity#



FIG.22.Schematicdiagramofvoltagepulserecordingequipment



(ill) The electrodes should ho connected to a differential
I

pre-amplifying stage of high input ImpodancG followed by a

differential amplifier proper. There are several reasons

for. using differential amplification. First of all no neither
P ; s • 1 i • i

of the electrodes is at earth potential, the use of a nor¬

mal amplifier with on® input earthed would lead to short-

circuiting of part, of the circuit. Secondly, the use of

differential amplification gives a high in-phano rejection

ratio - ie0.s spurious signals picked up. at the input termin¬

als are likely to be; nearly in phase and of nearly tho same
i

amplitude, and as a differential amplifier responds only to

a difference In voltage between the input terminals, this
v

difference in voltage is small for spurious signals. With ,

. good in-phase rejection, unwanted signals are thus not

amplified to ouch an extent that they interforo with the

wanted signal. Thirdly, the problem of incorporating gain

balance and static balance controls 1b minimised in a differ¬

ential circuit* (Donaldson, 1958).

In our experiments tho pro-amplifier was a differential

cathode follower circuit constructed by us, and this proved
'

to he very satisfactory. A cathode follov/ar stage is very

common in electro-physiological equipment and has several /
1

• /
,important features relevant to this field of study. Ho text¬
book to our knowledge analyses tho circuit in such a way as

to bring out all the advantages simultaneously, so v/o have in¬

cluded an analysis of a cathode follower circuit in an Appen¬

dix to this chapter* !'
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Lose of high impedance is normally duo to the flow

of grid current in the input stage and it is advioablo to

. havo Gomo moans of checking for grid current as a routine

procedure. It con he observed by first noting the level of

se.ro voltago on an oscilloscope with the input grids earthed.
i She grids are then connected via a largo resistor, 100

Megohms, and the deflection from the sero lovol noted. From

this reading the grid current can bo estimated. The high

resistance must be carefully screened and In our equipment

it tvas incorporated as a separate unit which could be

switched into the grid circuit.

Tho gain of the cathode follower stage is Just loss

than unity so tho term wpre-arapli£ieris is something of a

mio-noinor.

Tho frequency response of tho cathode follower stage

was chocked by applying alternating voltages from a signal

generator. Tho generator available had a maximum frequency

of ICO Ire*p.s. and the gain vrna virtually level up to this

limit. Another and porhape moro direct chock on tho frequency

response consisted of examining the rising and falling edges

of a qroctangular pulse when (i) the pulse was fed directly

to a good oscilloscope like the Tektronix and (ii) the pulse'
1

was fod to tho pro-Amplifier and then to tho Tektronix.

lio significant distortion of the pulse wan observed by the

introduction of the pro-amplifier.

Tho amplifiers proper in our equipment wera tho built-

in differential amplifiers of'the Tektronix oscilloscope,
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M •

and those wt.ro eminently satisfactory. The maximum sensi¬

tivity of this oscilloscope is 200/^T/oa and ©von at this

level its stability, frequency response and rejection ratio

or© impressive.

Another addition to our equipment was a calibrator

which was built as a separate unit and which could bo

switched to the input grids♦ Tho calibrator supplied volt'*

ages up to 100 mV, in 1 m¥ or 10 m¥ steps. It could bo

checked and adjusted against a standard cell incorporated

in the unit. By moans of the calibrator, an absolute deter¬

mination of any oscilloscope deflection could bo quickly

mad©• i

The final pulsos on the oscilloscope were either photo¬

graphed with a 35 mm., camera, or the necessary measurements

war© made directly on the oscilloscope screen using the.

graticule supplied with the instrument*
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5 MOUNTING OF HIE CELL
>

"

. i

During an experiment the cell was placed in a Pe.rs-

pex bath,containing the bathing solution,and it was secured

by small Perspex clamps. The coll was illuminated from

underneath the bath and observed with &, mioroaoope while

electrodes wore implanted* U'o used two criteria to

if any damage had boon caused by tho insertion of an elec¬

trode. The first was the observation of the cytoplasmic

and vacuolar streaming which ceases when a cell is damaged

or killed1. Tho second was observation of the resting poten¬

tial. A normal cell has a resting potential of about -120 inV

(outside taken as zero potential). If an electrode is insert'

ed successfully the resting potential regains its normal

value in about 10 minutes.
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& BLII1IKATIQN Off SPURIOUS SIGNALS
«

With sensitive equipment having high impedance in¬

put > the elimination of unwanted signals is a difficult

practical problem. We have mentioned that differential

amplification minimises this difficulty, but additional

stops must normally bo taken. Our equipment was arranged

in a screened cage and all units driven from the mains

supply were placed outside the cage, o»g., the oscilloscope

and current pulse generator were outside. The pre¬

amplifiers were mounted inside and all their valve voltages

were derived from dry battorios. The microscope illumin¬

ator was also driven from a B.C. source (12 V car batteries.) <

All connections betv/een units were made by screened cables

and caro was taken to use a single common earth terminal

to avoid the introduction of undesirable pici;~up loops.

The input leads from the electrodes are especially liable

to pick-up and thoy were kept as short as possible, and

were of course screened. Screening, however, introduces

undesirable capacity between grid lead and its metallic

screening cylinder, and this must bo minimised. To achieve i
I

reduction of this input capacitance, cathodal screening
1 i

was used, the theory of which is explained in the Appendix

to this chapter. The insulation between grid leads and

earth must be very good, otherwise leakage currents may

flow and reduce the input impedance. High quality insulation
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terminals and cleanliness are essential in thio initial

sta^e of the equipment.

The moot common type of interference ia from tho mains

supply, but it was found that any switched equipment (thermo¬
stats etc) can cause troublesome pick-up.

! ' !• •
. • i

\
\



APPENDIX

This Appendix outlines the operation of a cathode

follower and its many advantages, so important in electro¬

physiological work. Although all the points discussed

here can probably be found in conventional electronics

toxto they are not usually treated together in a s unified

fashion. Donaldson (1.958) gives a good discussion of some

of the points dealt with here.

(a) Fig.23a shows a simple type of cathode follower

circuit. The letters g, a, k and o refer to grid, anode,

cathode and earth respectively.

From the figurei~ ' FI G. 23a..

Those oquations are applicable to steady state conditions.
t

Now lot the applied voltage change by ,
go

Differentiating (i )i«
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A°go m AGgk * A1A

w(l"4^ Aik *i%S).Aeaic + AAiAv K tfok v W
Qi O

bocnuao ip. depends only on e and o^. Hie quantities

( ^ and —Ei£\ ore respectively equal to

1/6jj, and •"1/^- » Gin Gnd/t^ being the valve mutual oonduc
tance and the amplification factor.

i

Differentiating (■•')*«

0 a A±A * A0oJc ('*>

Using ( ) and ( )*«

AO - -1-Aik ♦ i AiA + AiAb
Gra ^

\

" AlJc j ~ + jt* Klc \ W

The gain of the stage is given by*.

n output voltage change

input voltage change
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i

A ego

m

St** + Ek +/U?k
(vi)

How, /""/sm io equal to r , the anode resistance, honce:■

^ +~5r^
Q CJ *«e»:VAtt«*a~M* X?S MiitfMM »i V..LUW1*#* ^ V I

1 *
yuEj, 1 + A
ra + **

A):
Iho quantity A = ———— depends only cn the valve

iv + R.
a k

paramotore. taking typical values for those, « 48 p

ra 13 ^ kyv., R^ « io lcwt, gives a value for G « 0.-96. This
is quite a normal value, i.e*, the gain G is oust loss than

\

unity. ; v

(h) Prom ( 1 )j-

A °Gk - Ae - A.ikR1;

MA 1
«AO_ J 1
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"AOeo - g"\ (vi'«)

As G is almost unity A io small compared to

AO . For example, if A e v/oro a 100 mV resting poten-IjU [<JO

tial, A o ^ would bo only lv mV, The importance of this
result lies in the fact that if the valve voltages are set

to give minimum grid current In the steady (quiescent)

state, then even a fairly large applied input voltage does

not move the operating point far from the minimum grid

current condition. In other words » the quiescent high in¬

put impedance io not adversely affected by the application

of a relatively high input voltage.

(c) Supposo that the inter-olectrodo grid-cathode capacity

io . If the input voltage were connected across grid

and cathode (as in a normal amplifying stage) a charge

would flow to charge the capacitance. With a

cathode follower however the necessary charge is

^ °gk^gk " G£0(1 "" k^gk* ^10 inPui; capacitance io thus
'

effectively reduced to (1 - G)G v.CP* \

(d) To avoid pick-up the input grid lead must be screened.

This introduces a cable capacity in addition to the valve /

capacity. If, however, the screening is token to ;cathode

rather than to earth (cathodal screening), this capacity is

reduced by a factor (1 - u) as in (c) above. These capacity

reductions are important in obtaining a good frequency
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response. In the diagram A represents an input voltage,

Ka an input load resistance, and R^ the r;valve input
•resistance. 0 represents the total input capacity. Suppose

A o_ is an alternating- voltage and let Ac-, bo tho voltagola V

at the grid(See Pig. 25b )
Then

' KK& "Sf -;]/o 0 , DI atwwirtti*. til t where H «

A^, ' Ra + Eb

K& ■K.I II in ■,»■■■ «»

1 + jwCR1

i.e.,

» ————™—c >o
jh + («o OR' )^

When o a. 1/CR' « (Ha + R )/CRa, the voltage applied to
tho grid has boon attenuated to 1/y 2 of tho input voltage.
This frequency is sometimes called the ' tum-ovor frequency1

and is a measure of the frequency response. Per good \
\

rosponse co should bo as high as possible, i.e., 1/GR*

should be high. R , R and honco R1 are more or loss fixed,

so to make co high, 0 should bo reduced as far as possible.

Hence the .impo.rto.nce of tho cathode-follower in reducing 0.

The degree of distortion suffered by a pulse at the input

will of course also depend on the frequency response

Afv
A%



achieved.

«•» *1 j>3 -**

fflG. 23(h)

(©) Considering now the output voltage of the stage v;o
J

have from (vi):-'

Output voltage » ** A°^0^
A\

G°*a + Ii + \
A°r

" 'jfi ]AV>
r R.

'3c

:FrvTi

This is equivalent to the voltage which would be delivered

to a load R^ by an e.m.*,. ~ x . v
w« •—< L)

i. f. of magnitude j"/7-/(1 +o^0*
having an internal resistance of x*a/(l + ). (Soe
Fig. 25c). 'fho output impedance is thoreforo

X'a/(i +/*-) « RQ» or as/a»1) RQ h ra//t » 1/g^. 1/g^ is
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always small, so, as far as coupling to a succeeding

stage is concerned, the cathode follower behaves approx¬

imately as a constant voltage generator, i.e., the value

of the load within limits has little effect on the out¬

put voltage, -which is a useful advantage.

(f) The low output impedance is also important in

maintaining good frequency response. Coupling to the

succeeding stage is made with a screened cable, thus intro¬

ducing output capacitance, G0, say. This output capacity,
together with the output impedance, E0» implies a turn-

v'

over frequency of 1/(C0Ro). The low value of I?Q, which
is a feature of the cathode follower, tends to produce a

high turn-over frequency, i.e., a good frequency response.
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V. ?ERIMSNTAL RBSUI/PO

1 •' VALUIC3 OF Cd COMPUTJDD PPOM THE !J}IHB-DSPKRDEf-fl?

EQUATION

In Pig. (24-) values of ot for ^ " T are plotted

as" functions of the cell length and voltage probe position.

Prom these graphs it is easy to calculate the capacitance

accurately, and more important, they make it possible to

chech quickly the self-consistency of an experiment, by

comparing the values of V obtained for each of the two volt¬

age pulses recorded. This procedure is illustrated in Sectin

2 of this chapter. It will bo noted from the graphs that ol

is vory dependent on the voltage probe position, X. To show

this dependence more clearly values of for a typical

Jiltel la cell are plotted in Pig. ( 2JT )» 'Referring to this

graph, it will bo seen that as the distance of the voltage

probe from the centre increases, becomes even smaller than

the value 0.635 appropriate to a simple C-R circuit. Williams,

Johnston and Dainty (1963)» in estimating the capacity of the

Rite11a cell membrane, assumed that <*• lay between 0.84 and

0.63. These limits correspond respectively to' an infinite

lino and a simple G-R circuit. Although this procedure was .

perfectly in order for their calculations, which appertain

to voltage pulses recorded near the cell centre, it is worth

noting that these limits are not valid in generalj



 



FIG.2$.

Variationofawithvoltageelectrodepositionx,foratypical N'tejlacell,



2 EXAMPLE OF

•a* ' I ^ J •»,

NUMERICAL CALCULATICR

'

This section illustrates how experimental results

from a 'cable experiment* are handled to give the various

parameters R , C . % , T » (r« + r) and r . Iho procedure
iu i.ri JL Q 1<1

is quito standard of course, involving only arithmetical

manipulation based on the steady state solution, and a

detailed, example is included here with the main object of

illustrating how the consistency check referred to in

Section 1 is applied.
ri?ho two experimental voltage pulses used are shown in

Fig. ( ?-b ) drawn to a convenient scale, and the relevant

experimental figures are listed below. £ho external solu¬

tion was standard artificial pond water, containing

1 mn liaCl; 0.1 nhXCl, and 0.1 mil CaClp.

Ibroorlnental data.

(amplitude of first voltage pulse)

{amplitude of second voltage pulse)
x>, (position at which was recorded)

, x2 (position at which Vp was recorded)
1 (half-length of cell)
b (diameter of coll)
1 (amplitude of current pulse)

« 5.01 mV

- 2,00 mV

=» 0*50 cm

t=s 2.50 cm

« 5.95 cm

» 0.08 cm

«■ 0.18/"-A



PIG.26.Experimentalvoltagepulses
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Using the steady state solution for a finite open-
SySP

circuit lino, i.e., V = v r^)
s-

■ (1 — x) /
cosh, -—~—*-/ sinh

v/c can write:

cosh(l - )A

V0 COSil(l - x0)/>

Substitution of the numerical values gives;

cosh 3*65/^ 3*01
cosh 1.65/* 2.00

* 1.503

Solving tliic equation for \ (by trial and error) load

the result? 3*24 cm.

From tho steady state solution we have

2 > V. sinh 1/x
r »

m I cosh(l - >;,,)/*

Substituting the values givon above, we find that

r, « 98*19 kilohras-cm.
__ Ju

p
Using the equation = r /(in ;• r ), we find that

lii ,d. c

(ru + r^) a 9.35 kilohms/cm.
The rosistance of the membrane is normally expressed i1

terms of unit area, i.e., 2?m *irDr (ohms-cm2)
» 24*. 68 kilohms-cm
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At a certain value of &- which can bo computed from

the time-dependent equation,t «= T , For , recorded at

x^ « 0.3 cm., we have

X1 » /"~i\ « 0.3/3.24- - <093

and L « 1/A « 3-95/3*24 * 1,219

Using Fig. (24-) we find for these values of X and L that
a » O.73j i.e., t , when the pulse has reached 0.73

of its maximum value. Keferring to the larger pulse of
i

Fig. (24), wc see that when V/V.^,, =* 0.73» t - '4 " 24.1 msec10 Oa -- *-

For Vp recorded at Xp « 2.3 cm., Xp "> 2.3/3*24 ^ 0*71» an^
from Fig. (44), • <*- « 0.59" Keferring to the smaller pulse
of Fig. (26), v/e find that t_«__T » 24.1 msec.

the same result is thus obtained for either pulse and

this forms a good chock on the self consistency of the

experiment.

The capacitance of the membrane is easily computed

after T has been found, .,

7' » C K' m m

- „ ... /n 24.1 x 10~54. 0 rs 7 /E « ——————~
m m 25.2 x 103

0.96/^-F'/crn^
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3 • C0MPABI30K Ox? THEORETICAL AND EXPERIHZKTAI PULSES

It was mentioned, in the Introduction to Chapter III

that a knowledge of the tine dependent equation could be

usod to confirm that the electrical model of the coll en¬

visaged as a non-inductive cable of finite length termin¬

ated by infinite impedances, was in fact reasonable. It

was there pointed out that some features of the model wore

not self-evident and that a confirmation of its validity

was desirable. Fig. (Zj) shows the larger experimental
■ pulse of the previous section ro-plottcd using the normal¬

ised co-ordinates V/V" and f » t/r . On the same graph
max

values of V/V cornen ted from the time-dependent oquationHi CUw

are plotted. In other words, an experimental pulse is

compared with its theoretical counterpart, and here the agree¬

ment is clearly very close. One can thus conclude that the

finite cable terminated by infinite impedances is a valid

model.

Llowevor, it is necessary to check that the method is

reasonably sensitive. To estimate the sensitivity another

comparison was made, using the same experimental pulse, but

with a different assumed model; vis, that the terminating

nodes arc perfect absorbers of the incident energy. The

result of this comparison is shown in Fig. (28), where it-

is scon that thc-ro is poor agreement between the experimental

and the theoretically computed pulse. We conclude from

this that the method is sensitive enough to exhibit any

significant flaw in the model.



FIG.27.Comparisonofexperimentalpulse(circles)withtheoreticalpulse(fullline)computedfromtime-dependentequationforlineoffinitelengthterminatedbyinfiniteimpedances.



FIG.28.Comparisonofexperimentalpulse(circles)withtheoreticalpulse(fullline)computedfromtime-dependentequationforlineoffinitelengthterminatedbyitscharacteristicimpedance.
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• STAIIDARD IXFiltiSTM'iG'E, ALU) CAPACITY riE/^URhhELfg OH
III'ZBLLA TRftl.SLUCENS '

'fable '1 chows the results of experiments on a group

of 12 cells of Hitcila transluccns, using the cable theory

technique. One of the colls (ho. 12) is atypical in that

its membrane resistance is much higher than that measured,

for the others. In other experiments also, occasional high

resistance cells have been observed so the phenomenon merits

some discussion. Cell ho. 12 was selected from the Game

batch as the others, its dimensions were similar, and, as far

as could be fudged, its age was the same. She value of
v

computed for this coll is quite normal, and remembering

that A ~ 31 r /(r.. + rQ), the implication is that both the
'membrane resistance and the internal resistance r^ are higher
than usual by the same factor (approximately x 2). The high

(r^ *i* r ) value suggests that the cell had a more dilute
vacuolar solution than normal. It has already been mention¬

ed in Section 7 of Chapter IK , that the membrane resist¬

ance bears a complex relation to concentration, and the

direct proportionality between r and (r^ + r ) implied hero
is rather unexpected. Again, one might reasonably expect that

if the vacuolar solution wore really more dilute than usual

the resting potential would be abnormal, but in fact it

lies in the usual range.

Leaving aside this somewhat puzzling exception, the
— 2

mean value for the.other eleven cells is 2-5 kilohme-cm .
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TABLE 1(a)

Reniotancc and cacacifranco

moarai.ror.ionto *

uolnr; the atanciarci cable tlioory technique

i

Exporimental read1na.o •'
\ '

External solution* 1 rnM NaGlj 0.1 mil KC1; 0*1 mM CaClg.

Coll nV raV j^k cm cm cm cm

ITo. • a V2 I- X D *1 x0
c.

1 i »4-G 3.03 0.25 3.44 .073 0.25 1.81

2 3.47 2,11 0.20 3-82 .031 0.35 2.05

*>• 3*37 1.56 0.23 4.81 .079 0 0 e1 2.50

4 5.37 $.40 0,25 3.75 ,030 0.22 2.05

5 5.71 3.53 0.30 4.62 .077 0,25 2.53

6 ' 2.77 1.56 0.20 5.49 .032 0.40 2.92

7
* 2.89 1.91 0.19 3.37 ,073 0.33 2.2.6

8 3.19 1.96 0.22 4.15 .076 0.32 2.20

9 4.93 3.11 • 0,26 4.23 iaco0 0.31 2.37

10 5.57 3.93 0.23 3.54 .090 0.23 2.19

11 3.59 2.39
>

0.21 3.95 ,080 0.30 2*30

12 5.07 3.29 0.13 3.51 .095 0,30 2,51

m$an(hOC . 1
4,12

-11)
2.56 0.24 4,11 ,031 0.30 2,30
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■ Hoslotanco and capacitance
measurements

ucintf tho ;standard c able theory tochn iquo

Coinpulbod values of parameters
/

. Cell
.Wo.

cm

A

Irvi-cm

r
m

IWcm

(*i+ro ) tt'
m

/-*- E/cm^
0

xa

1 •2.80 90.2 11.7 22.1 1.25

2 2.60 91-2 13.6 23.2 1.20

3 2.5.0 78.3 12,8 19*4 1.20

4
2 ■ He-

2.85 113.4 13.9 28- 5 1.00

3 P.50 122.8 10.0 29.7 1.00

6 3.50 98.2 8.2 25.3
/ • O

0.95

7
- ' iO

2.85 78.8 9.8 19-3 1.30

8 2.95 83.3 9.6 19.9 1.20

9 3.20 113.9 11.3 30.4
' ■ 1

1.05

10
? ■ <?"

3.35 111.4 9.9 - 31.5 1c 05

11
> ■1"

p • *-P 100.3 9.6 25.2 1.15

12 3.00 217.7 24.0 65.0 1.30

Hoan « 3.03 98.30' 10.95 24.95 1.32
. f

❖

S.D. ra ~ 0.35 15.40 1.77 4.55 0.12

S«E«Ti. a ~ 0.10 4.63 0.53 1.37 0.04.

Cell nos. 1 - 11 inclusive
\
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This confirms the result reported t>y Williams ot al. (1965)
v;ho performed- similar experiments and found a mean value of

p .21.4 kilohms-cm" for R . The difference between the two
ill

means is not considered significant, as variations of that

magnitude occur.from batch to batch and from season to sea¬

son. 'The capacitance measured was in all cases nearly

1 y*tp/cm ", which is a value commonly found in many species.
i

The calculated values of (r, + r ) varied from about 8 to1 Q

14 kilohms per cm., with a mean of 11.0 kilohrns per cm.

This is very nearly the value one would expect for the vacuo

lar cap resistance, assuming that it is a simple salt solu¬

tion, and as Williams ot al. (."op., cit) point out, this

implies that r must be negligibly small. It was mentioned

earlier (Section 6 , Chapter HI ) that we had some interest

in chocking r.. directly and a simple method was devised to

do this. The method was expected to give only a rough

estimate of r^ , but in fact the results' obtained accorded
so well with values normally calculated that it is worth¬

while to digress for a moment to describe the method.

A cell was cut at the node and as large a drop as poss¬

ible of the vacuolar solution was collected. The solution

was then drawn up into a fine capillary to a fixed level.

The capillary, widening at the top, carried an Ag/AgCI wire

which Just dipped into the solution. The tip of the capill¬

ary was immersed in the remainder of the drop as was the tip

of another Ag/AgCi electrode. A conductivity bridge was
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i

connected across the two wires and used to measure the

resistance of the system comprising the solution in the

capillary plus wire resistance plus drop resistance, etc»(fIG.29)
'The capillary solution resistance is much greater than that

of the other components in circuit. By repeating the experi¬

ment with a solution of ICOl . of known concentration and

resistivity, the resistivity or the vacuolar solution can

be 'determined by comparison. Hence can bo round knowing

the cell dimensions. In a series of determinations wo found

a range of values for xu varying from 8 to 15 kilohns/cra.,

with a mean of 11*5 kilohns/cm. Both the spread of values

and the mean agree very well with those normally computed

(as for example the set shown in CCablo .1 )« Ihero seems to'

bo little doubt then that the vacuole may bo treated as a

simple salt solution and that the external solution has

negligible resistance for the A.P.W. usually employed.

Occasionally low values of R wore measured, but those
lii

were invariably associated with a low resting potential

and with little or no streaming. It was suspected therefore

that damage to the cell had been caused by insertion of tho

electrodes and those low values were accordingly discarded.

It would be repetitive to labour the point that the '

value cf R from such experiments is lower by a factor of '•a 1

ten or more than that computed from flux measurements.

riacRobbie (1962) and Williams ct al. (1965) have discussed

tho. discrepancy in Nxtella transluccns. A similar discrep¬

ancy exists in other characean colls (Hope and Walker, I960}
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1961), and in animal colls too a smaller discrepancy of the

samo nature has been reported. Several explanations have

been put forward to account for this state of affairs but

hone has been convincingly proved to be correct. It seems

to bo generally accepted that the assumption of independent

ionic movement must be discarded. Dainty, Croghan and Fens^m
(1965) have made the interesting suggestion that the distur¬

bance from equilibrium involved in an electrical experiment

would lead to electro-osmotic flow 'with an effective reduc¬

tion in tho observed resistance, compared with that deduced

from flux experiments where equilibrium is maintained.

We have little to add to this discussion except to

point out that the relation between membrane resistance and

passive fluxes is a simple one only if certain restrictive

assumptions are made. (Section 7* Chapter III). It might

be that the possibility of an olectrogenic pumping mechanism

has not boon considered corofully enough. In view of Ilac-

hobbie1s very comprehensive flux studies on Kitella it is

difficult to argue against the concept of a neutral one-to~

one Na/K pump. It is true that the flux evidence depends on

the use of inhibitors which might be affecting the membrane
, '/

permeability as well as the metabolism. However, the per¬

meability ratio P^a/IVwhich is found from the passive
flux measurements.; is in good agreement with that obtained

independently by Spanswick and 'Williams ( 1962 )

from resting potential measurements . In view of this
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agreement, it is difficult to reject the evidence '

pointing to a neutral K/Na mechanism. I'ho role of

chloride is however still obscure, and the possibility

of eloctrogenic mechanisms connected with chloride

transport cannot be overlooked.

. i
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5• ££2IS™AIvCE Ahb CAPACITANCE HEACUREHEKTS USING A VOLTAGE
JL»j. AQTA0.1.X1.:) IhdJiuiTEi) A'J x ~ 0.421

The results • in Table 2, summarise experiments on a

group ox 12 cells using the single voltage probe technique,

the theoretical' basis of which was described in Chapter III,

Section 5» ' It will be recalled that the method requires

only a single voltage oloctrodo placed at a critical point,

.421, the half-length from the centre. It will be soen

that good agreement is obtained with the resistance and

capacity determined by the normal cable method.

The comments made in the previous section of this
v

chapter are of course rolevant to these results. The good

agreement between the two methods is encouraging and gives

confidence in tho use of this simplified technique, the

advantages of which have already been discussed. In some

experimenta still to bo described this method was used

instead of the standard technique.
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TABLE 2

Resistance and capacitance

m o asnrora ent s

us inn; one voltage probe at 0.421 from centra

cm CM mV yflk
p

/-F/cm 2
Coll No. D 1 V I R

ra
C

ra .

1 .0?5 5.52 2.81 0.20 25.5 1.40

2 .081 5.15 2.95 0.20 25.5 1.20

35 .075 5.05 2.79 0.20 22.7 1.50

n. .085 5.71 2.87 0.20 28.4 1.05

5 .087 5.72 4.01 0.25 52.6 1.15

6 .080 5.81 5.54 0.20 52.0 1.05

7 .073 5.44 5.05 0.20 25.7 0.95

8 .071 ■COoK\ 2.96 0.20 20.5 0.90
o
y . 077 5.11 4.91 0.50 24.6 1.25

10 .088 5.65 5.59 0.20 54.0 1.20 •

11
-

.077 5.66' 2.69 0.20 25.8 1.00

12 .090
/

5.89 2.78 0.20 50.6 1.00

Mean ,0 .080 5.48, 5.21 0.21 263 1.12

S.D.i 4.55 0.15

S.E.M.i 1.52 0.05

External solutions 1 rail NaCl; 0.1 mM KOI 5 0.1 mil CaClo.
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6. gar. nnnnct 03? light jntlngiiy on ksttbraiih' rtssistakce

gho results of experiments to study the effect of light

intensity on membrane resistance are summarised in fable 3*

The membrane resistance was determined for a group of 12 cells

"first under normal conditions of light intensity and then in

the dark. The external solution was standard artificial pond

water (1 rail HaCl: 0.1 mil KG!; 0.1 mil 0aClo). The standard
£~

cable theory technique was used with cells 1 « 7% and the

modified single voltage probe technique was used with cells

8 12. Table 3 shows that except for coll number 6, an in-

crease in resistance occurred in the dark. Cell number 6

showed no change and the reason for this is not known. Wo

wero convinced from those and other experiments that some in¬

crease in resistance in dark conditions was the x*ule. As

Table 3 shows, the magnitude of the increase shows considerable

variation from coll to 'cell and part of this may have been

duo to the fact that facilities for strictly controlling the

light intensity wore not available. 'Normal light intensity1

in these experiments was simply the intensity provided by the

microscope illumination plus the laboratory lighting plus the

sunlight admitted by the windows. Although the total inten¬

sity from those sources was roughly the same in each experi¬

ment there is undoubtedly a need to perform similar investi¬

gations with tho light controlled both in intensity and in
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TABLE '6(a)

Effect of light Intensity on and (r^-i-rQ)
Computed values of parameters

Cell no.
cm •

>L
cm' k jx/era

<^i+ro)i
k v^/on

(rt-n-0)a

1 SO 4.50 8.80 8.65

2 2.85 5.50 10.55 9.80
• •?
P 5.05 5.45 . 10.45 V 10,35

4 5.00 5.40 . 12.85 12.55

2.75 2.95 12.65 12.05

6 2.85 2.05 11.70 11.70

? 5.oo • 5.10 10.20 10.80

EG an 5.04 5.56 11,00 10.91
o *n tS *B. ~ 0.55 0,48 1.46 1.56

S.E.li.i 0.15 0.18 0.58 0.56

Il2ki2: The experiments on colic 1-7 (above) employed
the cable theory technique.

The suffices L and D indicate respectively values
for light and dark conditions.

External solution: 1,0 mil ITaCl; 0,1 mH KOI;
0,1 ml-'i Ga01o.

C,
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f light intensity on H and V
— it*

Computed values of -nararnete 7
—- i.>

'

ktv\-cn k^v-cra % nV rnV
Coil ^cL .
AIO •

nD VL 6" AV/VL

1 36.0 45.0 . 25 -123 —130 5.7

2 24,2. 34.6 42.9 -110 -115 4.5

2 24,9 33.4 34.1 -108 -111 2.8

4 30.0 39.4 31.3 -123 4129 4.9

5 25.2 27.8 10.3 -109 -114 4.6

6 26.5 26.5 0.0 -1.31 -131 0.0

7 ■23.1 25.7 11.3 -120 -122 1.7

8 23.3 23.9 ' 11.2 -105 -108 2.9

9 23.3 28.1 ' 20.6 -110 -114 3»S

10 22.7 29.s 30.4 -122 -127 4.1

11 28.4 38.3 34.9 -114 -119 4.3

12 32.6 41.0 25.8 -121 -123 1.7

Mean 26.68 32.94 23.15 -116.3 -120.3 3.4

S.D.i 4.25 6.65 — 8.0 7.9 —

S.E.H 0.53 1.89 — 2.3 2.3 —

Note i

volte.
.Salle

The experiments
ge electrode toe
r/n \

.W '.V *~y,'*+sS

on colls 8 - 12 employed the single
hnique.(cells 1 — 7? nee note under

.internal
lag potential "v

solution taken at zero

"a.luoc, V- and V^.
potential lor rest—

■

Extornal solution for cells 8 « 12 as for cello 1 »
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wavelength, band. She optical equipment fox- this was boyond

our resources.

In colls 1-7 concomitant resting potentials woro

observed. Theno ore noted in Sable Z> una .it will be seen

that the changos were small - the largest change wao

She potential becomes more negative under dark conditions.

Capacity was measured for a few of the cells and no

significant change from the usual value of 1 hlP/cra wao

observed.

(The change in resistance begins to manifest itself

immediately tho light conditions are changedt and a now

steady state is attained within one minute. Tho opcod of the

change indicates that the effect is not thermal and thio

point was confirmed- by chocking that no significant tempera¬

ture changes occurred under the two extremes of light inten¬

sity. It; was also observed that the changos still occurred

with infra-red wavelengths filtered out.

The speed of the change makes it unlikely that any

significant change in internal composition occurs. In

Table 3a, it will bo observed (for cells 1 - 7) that tho

(r^ + ro) values in light and dark fox* each ceil vary by
only a few per cent. This would appear to be a reflection

of the constancy of the internal concentration.

The results of the experiment can be summarised as

follows;- (a) the membrane resistance generally shows an

increase (often a marked increase) in the doric; (b) the

corresponding resting potential changes are relatively small;
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(c) the internal solution maintains a constant ionic

composition.

For reasons which have already boon discussed, it is

somewhat difficult to pursue these results quantitatively.

Tentatively, one can use the Goldman equation to study the

potential changos;

v . -Y'0 - V

S3 In tdl + pttafIal (I )
F PirK -i- Ih- Ifa.iv o na o

V

RT , Cita iii —

* c0

The resistance changes might be investigated using the

equation;

S Rid1/goh C1/ct
"V # In (0i/Co )

In both these equations we are assuming that only Na and ]■

II arc potontiol determining ions and that the motabolic

pumping mechanisms are electrically neutral. It has to be

borne in mind that the latter equation predicts a resistance

about twelve times that observed when tho PT, and P,T, valuesit ha

derived from flux studies are inserted. In view of this

(3D
\
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anomaly any conclusions indicated by the equation aro necess¬

arily doubtful.

The small magnitudes of the resting potential changes

might in themselves indicate a false conclusion. It is

tempting to arguo from equation (1 ) that as V and all the

concentrations remain virtually unchanged in going from light

to. dark, then and P-T_ must likewise show little change.
Xi. i i U

On the other hand as tho changes in R are often considex'->

able, equation (2 ) predicts that PK and/or P^ must undergo
a marked change. The apparent contradiction is however merely

an example of tho previously mentioned fact that the logarith¬

mic nature of the Goldman equation makes tho potential, V,

a relatively insensitive function of the permeabilities.

The point can be illustrated numerically by borrowing values

for P-£ and P^a from IiacRobbie (1962). Wo have, then, for
the cell under illuminated conditions:~

Pj/- » 9 x 10-7 cm/seci Pjja » 0.9 x 10*"7 cm/sec; ih » r/Q mil;
Ha. « 60 mil; K « 0,1 mM; Ha = 1,0 mil. Vacuolar conccntra-

v/ U

tiono have been quoted here.

Suppose -now we consider a hypothetical case in which

PK changes to L\- x 10*"^ cm/sec and P~a to 0.5 2: 10-7 om/SC:0.
It can readily be shown from equations (i. ) and (2.) that,
while these quite considerable permeability changes would

load to a resting potential change of only they imply a

resistance change of some 50 #.

On the basic of these equations, then, the results

could bo explained by postulating an incroase in passivo
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• permeability of sodium and potassium in tb.e dark. However,

as already mentioned, there can bo little confidence in

such an argument until the anomaly between 'electrical'

resistance and 'flux' resistance is resolved. The uncer¬

tainty regarding the role of chloride is another factor which

hinders any attempt to analyse ouch experimental data in a

quantitative way. Both equation (1 ) and equation ( 2 )

might be radically altered if an olectrogonio chloride

mechanism wore present.

It would bo wrong to terminate this discussion without

noting that the effect of light intensity is certainly not

entirely an effect on the passive mechanisms. The fact that

light is an important factor in active transport in Nitolla

transducers has been made quite clear from flux studies.

MacRobbio (1962) reported that the potassium influx is reduced

and the chloride influx is virtually eliminated in the dark.

Later experiments by LacRobbic (reported by Painty, 1969)

using NIL as an uncoupler of phosphorylation from electron

transfer processes in photosynthesis (Krognaim, Jagondorfv
i

and Avron 1959; Good, I960) showed that the 01 flux is un¬

affected by NIL and thus the metabolic 01 transport ooomo

to derive its energy from a direct link to the electron trans¬

fer mechanism. The K influx decreased to its passive value

with indicating that the inward K pump (and presumably
the outward Na pump) depends on A.2.P. for its energy, supply,
the A.T.P. being produced by photophosphor/lution or per-
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:haps oxidative phosphorylation in tho mitochondria. Barr

and Broyer (196't) have studied tho effect of light intensity

on various parameters of another Bitcila species (Nitolio,

ciavata). ihoy found a marked drop in fta influx in tho dark

with only a small corresponding resting potential change.

They stress the need for supplementary resistance determina¬

tions," and indeed the effect of light on membrane resistance

has been a rather neglected topic, although it has been

known for many years that striking changes do occur. Blin3.cs

(1940), for example, reported that the resistance of Nitoila

ciavata fell by a factor of four ox* five on prolonged expos¬

ure to sunlight.

It would be highly desirable to carry out a thorough

investigation of one species. Ideally, the light intensity

and wavelength should bo controlled, and flux measurements

should be made concurrently with the resistance measurements.

One feels that such an investigation would be extremely profit

able for the light it would shed on both passive and active
i

mechanisms.

\
\
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. ? • ffllE SEMPER AT URN DEPENDENCE Off REST IKG POTENTIAL
AND EErlURANE RESISTANCE

Tho effect of temperature on the behaviour of Nitel,la

cells was forcibly brought to our attention when a steady

drift in resting potential was observed during an experi¬

ment. This was attributed in the first place to unstable

electronics but a closer examination revealed that the drift

in resting potential was real and that the membrane resistance

was also changing. These changes were being caused by a

steady rise in the ambient room temperature. As the tempera¬

ture coefficient of resting potential and resistance appeared

to be higher than had been realised, it was decided to investi¬

gate the effects in more detail.

These temperature effects have not been widely studied'

in plant electrophysiology, although they arc of consider¬

able interest, having important practical'and theoretical

implications. The changes produced by temperature are also

relatively consistent, the same pattern of results being

obtained for noarly every cell of a given group.

' Our experiments wore performed by replacing the exist-
i I

ing external solution of a cell by a solution of the same

composition at a different temperature. If however the

solution temperature is widely different from the ambient

it is impossible to achieve a new steady state. The tempera¬

ture, resting potential and resistance change temporarily
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to tho new values and then- very soon a drift towards ambient

conditions takes place. For this reason, most of the
■ experiments to bo described were performed in a 'cold room'

the temperature of which could be controlled. It was then

possible virtually to eliminate any temperature difference

between external solution and ambient.

Fig. (3o) illustrates the effect on resting potential
■ which results from varying the temperature from Just above

freezing point to over 30°C. Ihe three graphs shown in the

figure are typical of many others similarly obtained, and

they illustrate two important features. First, in the range
A

oO ■- -IS O the, variation of resting potential with temperature .

is linear, but above 18°0 it becomes unpredictable. In Graph

(a) for example there is a sharp increase in the slope at

higher temperatures, and in Graph (b) there is a decrease. 1

In experiments limited to the range 0 - 18°C it was

found that the resting potential changes are reversible with

respect to the direction of the temperature change. Fig. (81 )
illustrates this reversibility. If the temperature is raised

to above 18 0 and then lowered one finds that the reversi¬

bility has been lost.

It-was found that the mean slope of the resting potential

versus temperature graphs was' about 1,6 mV/ G. She consistency

of this slope can bo Judged from Fig. (32.), in which changes

in resting potential have been plotted against temperature.

As- each coll had a different absolute value of resting poten¬

tial, V, at a given temperature, comparison of the slopes
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PIG.31. Variation of resting potential, V, with temperature,•
showing reversibility of the effect.
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is made easier by plotting AV against temperature, where

A V is the change in resting potential from an arbitrary

reference level. This has been done in Fig. (-32) where the

arbitrary level is the resting potential at 10°G. The points

plotted in Fig. (32.) are taken from experiments on eight cells.

The practical implications of theso results are of

considerable importance. Clearly an unnoticed drift in am¬

bient temperature might cause a large error in measurement

of resting potential and if relatively small changes in rest¬

ing potential wore being observed, then the expected changes

could easily be mashed completely by temperature fluctuations.

It is thus advisable in any set of experiments to maintain a

reasonably constant ambient temperature and to ensure, for

example, that added solutions arc at the cane temperature as

those they arc replacing. Again, it would appear that greater

experimental consistency should be obtained by working at

temperatures below 1S°C to avoid the region of erratic behav¬

iour. The reason for the irregularitios observed above 18°C
is not known. It may bo connected with the adaptation of the

cells to the cool water of the loch where they are found,

but this speculation is not entirely convincing as Nitoila

can bo observed growing prolifically near the loch margin

where the water is shallow and whore the summer temperature

is certainly greater than 18°C.
In another set of experiments, the temperature of ten ,

colls was varied from Just above freezing point to 10°c

approximately, and membrane resistance as well as resting
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potential was measured. The results are shown in Pig. (33)
and (34-), One cell had an abnormally high resistance and

this is shown separately in Graph A of Fig. (33). We have

referred in a previous section to the occasional observation

of colls of unusually high resistance - here we have another

example. Another cell had an unusually low resistance, and

is also treated separately in Graph C. Cells of low resist¬

ance arc usually associated with cell damage, but this parti¬

cular coll had a normal resting potential and streaming was

vigorous so it has been included, here. The remaining eight

noils of the group showed a reasonably consistent trend when

resting potential and resistance were plotted as functions

of temperature. In Fig. (33), the mean values, of the resist¬

ance of those cells is plotted in Graph 3. The standard

deviations arc shown at several points in the graph, tbgother
with the standard errors of the mean. The S.D. is about

'
-j- 2 -u

6 kilohns-cm , and the S.E.M. is about - 2. It will be

seen from Fig. (33 ) that the change in resistance is very

marked, increasing about throe-fold when the temperature

falls from 10°G to nearly freezing,point. The practical

implications of these results for resistance experiments
; ' /

are obvious - a reasonably constant ambient temperature

must bo maintained.

The mean slope of the resting potential for the group

of eight colls is about 1.6 mV per °0, which is in good

agreement with the results of the previous experiments.
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FIG, 5%. Membrane resistance (R^) as a function of.
temperature.

Tem^smUvc (°C )

S'D| ofS.E.M.
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(

PIG.34. Variation of resting potential (V) with
temperature.
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The moan resting potential/temperature line fox- these cells
is shown in Graph B> pig, (-34-). The ceil of abnormally
high, resistance had & steeper gradient of 2,3 rnV/°C. (Graph
A, Pig, 34-. ). The lower resistance cell was normal with

respect to resting potential changes. (Graph C, Pig. 34 ).
The single voltage probe technique was used to find

the resistances in these experiments; because the resistance

changes are large, and imply large changes in A , it is

necessary to consider the validity of the method. The cells

used have a mean half length of 4 cms. and at normal tempera¬

tures, experiments using the cable theory indicate that "X
should bo about 3 cms. v i.e., L <=> l/A » 1.3 • Reference

to the.graphs of Chapter III, Section 3? shows that no signi¬

ficant error is involved under these conditions. If the

resistance increases four-fold at low temperatures, then A

will double, it being assumed that (r, + r ) remains constantX o
p

(A « r /(r. + r )).V/o now have L => l/'A « «&7} and theHa -L O

graphs show that the method is now even mere accurate. The

assumption of constant (r^ i- r ), i.e. of constant internal
composition, is loss certain .in these experiments than in

the light dependent studios of the previous section, because

the single probe technique does not give an estimate of '

(r. 4 r ). further, the time rcouirod to reach a new steady
x o

state after a change in temperature is several minutes.

However, in view of tho very small magnitude of measured

ionic fluxos it seems unlikely that a significant change in
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internal concentration would take place in this time.

Ac the effect of temperature on the resting potential

is so pronounced, it would appear to afford a sensitive

check on the .validity of the Goldman equation. (Temperature

enters into the equation explicitly in the RE/F term, and

implicitly through the temperature dependent permeabilities.

We 'have? making the usual simplifying assumptions,

If- •{' ct ha.,
V « £2 in ——— ( ce = )

1? K -j-.cfNa

(i)

so that

dV/df =»
R

2

If +otHa. Oa. v« Hal,
J. X /t i ox ox

In „— ....... +."[ ~—

K + d No d'l j (K. +ana. )(K +aNaA )lG O IX X Q Q

CZ3

'the first term on the right hand side contributes approxi¬

mately 0.4 mV/°C. to the gradient so that the bulk of the

observed slope -(l.6 mV/°C^ - should, if the equation is
valid, bo attributable to the second term, i'he term in

brackets is negative in sign for typical Nitella „ bounding'

solutions, so d<*/d2 must also be negative to give a

contribution in the right direction. Now doCAx* " (dP?7'/PTy,.)ricl

- (dP^/P^)» so if d^/dT is to be negative the fractional
change in J?rr with increasing temperature must be greaterjX

than that of PT,Trl. ( It is assumed that both permeabilitiesJ.'* d .

increase with temperature). It is in fact formally poss¬

ible to select values for PT/- and P,T which give the
i.1 LJ»
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observed resbins potential slope, and which, if used in

equation (2.) of the previous section, indicate largo

resistance changes of the magnitude observed. The uncertain

ties associated with such calculations have been noted in

the previous section.

there is therefore an indication that tho observed

resting potential and resistance changes are passive

effects arising from differential changes in the ionic

permeabilitiesj, but it could also bo argued, quite fairly,

that such an approach is merely arithmetical juggling,

unless some additional evidence is produced to substantiate

viiu permeability changes. It seemed to us that supporting

evidence might be obtained from tho kinetic theory of rate

processes which expresses permeabilities as explicit

functions of temperature. Our underlying aim was to esti¬

mate the permeability changos predicted by kinetic theory,
and to compare these with the variations indicated by tho

equations for resting potential and resistance.

Using tho notation of Chapter II, Section 2, tho

"permeability of the 3° ion is given by:

hs ° ko,j >5o/a

so that
c!

c Va>Ka oxp ( -Acg/* 2)
(X>/aTk exp( -AC-^/kT)
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If tho \ and AG terms arc temperature independent , then,

for temperatures 2L and T0 ,

MT/] cxp <- A(ba - AG-pA e1
gv2 exp (- A G* + AG*L)/KT0

Using tills approach my colleague Br K.J. Johnston performed

an extensive scries of calculations using a model in which

K, Na and -CI were assumed to bo permeable through a single

membrane separating two solutions, one of which had the

composition of A.P.W., and tho other, the known vacuolar

composition of Nitella. Ho calculated the theoretical rest-
■H

ing potential slopes assuming a v/ide range of ACj, valuos.
hTono of these, however, predicted tho observed slope of

1.6 mV/°0. In fact, according to those calculations, per¬

meability is a very insensitive function of temperature.

This disappointing result leaves tho temperature

effects in hitella unexplained to a large extent. If they

are indeed purely passive effects arising from differential

permeability changes, these changes do not conform to kinetic

theory predictions. This may of course arise because the
i

potential barrier model adopted is over-simplified. Tho

same model, however, leads to the Goldman equation, so the

introduction of a more complex barrier system would presum¬

ably lead to a modified equation for the resting potential.

Tho metabolic transport mechanism;,will certainly bo

temperature dependent, but if these are invoked to explain
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tho temperature effects, the postulate of electrically

neutral pumps . must bo discarded. If the K-ila pumps were

not in fact coupled in a one-to-one exchange, but operated

.independently each with its own temperature coefficient, then

it might be possible to oxplain the effects on this basis.

riho evidence in favour of a one to one exchange of K-Na is,

hov/ovex*, strong, and if an olcctrcgonic mechanism is needed

to explain tho temperature dependence of resting potential

and resistance, it is perhaps more likely to be connected,with

the transport of chloride.
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